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/ss/on Statement
RISD will inspire, empower, and educate each student to

become a successful, responsible citizen while celebrating
diversity through valued partnerships with families, students,

staff and community.

ISrcN Statement
Excellence in Education, Success in Society
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Substitute Office ......627-2522

Human Resources. ..627-2526

Payroll g:27-2532

SUBSTITUTE OFFICE EMAIL
clope z@risd .k12. n m . us

RISD WEBSITE
www.risd .k12.nm.us
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SIGNING IN

To log in to the absence management application, type
aesoponline.com in your web browser's address bar.

The Sign ln page will appear. Enter your lDlusername and
PIN/password and clickSign ln.

RECOVERI NG CREDENTIALS

lf you cannot recall your credentials, use the recovery options or
click the "Having trouble signing in?" link for more details.

SEARCHING FOR AVAILABLE JOBS

You can review available jobs directly on the homepage. These potentialjobs appear in green on the
calendar and in list form under the "Available Jobs" tab.

To accept a job, click the Accept button beside the absence (or click Reject to remove a job from the list).
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GETTING HELP AND TRAINING

lf you have questions, want to learn more about a certain
feature, or want more information about a specific topic, click
Help Resources and select Frontline Support. This opens a

knowledge base of help and training materials.

ACCESSING ABSENCE MANAGEMENT ON THE PHONE

ln addition to web-based, system accessibility, you can also find and accept available jobs, manage
personal information, change your PIN number, and more, allon the phone.

When You Call into Absence Management

To call, dial 1-8O0-942-3767. You'll be prompted to enter your lD number (followed by the #
sign), then your PIN number (followed by the # sign).

When calling the absence management system, you can:
o Find available jobs - Press t
. Review or cancel upcoming jobs - Press 2
r Review or cancel a specific job - Press 3
r Review or change your personal information - Press 4

When the Absence ManagementSystem Calls You

lf an available job has not been filled by another substitute two days before the absence is
scheduled to start, the system will automatically begin to call substitutes and try to fill the job.

Keep in mind, when the system calls you, it will call about one job at a time, even if you're eligible for
other jobs. You can always call in (see "When You Call into Absence Management" section above) to hear a
list of all available jobs.

When you receive a call, you can:
r Listen to available jobs - Press 1
e Prevent absence management from calling again today - Press 2
e Prevent absence management from ever calling again - Press 9

lf you are interested in the available job, Press 1. You will be asked to enter your PIN number
(followed by the # sign). The absence management system will list the job details, and you will have the
opportunity to accept or reject the job.

O 2018 Frontline Education 
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Photo I,D.

All $ubstitutes should have a Substitute l.D. badge. The badge should be worn at all times. lf the

badge is lost or stolen, please report this to the Human Resource office immediately and make

arrangements to have another badge made.

Beportine fgr Duty
Substitutes should always wear their photo l.D. badge and should report to the school office before

assuming their duties in the classroom. Substitutes should report to school building at least fifteen
(15) minutes before the start of school.

The exact beginning and ending times for subslitute teachers may vary from school to school, so

be c.ertain to pay attention to start and end times when accepting a job.

Leavin$ the Campt{s
The care and supervision of the students assigned to the substitute should be of paramount

importance. At no time during the day should the substitute leave campus unless authorized to

do so and must sign lnlOut with the school secretary. Substitute teachers should not leave the

campus at the end of the school day unless
they have signed out through the schooloffice.

Actiye lnyolygfnent
A successful substitute is actively involved with instruction. The substitute should move around
the room checking students work and assisting with assignments. "Be on your feet, not on your

seat," is very irnportant advice. Many discipline problems can be avoided by the substitute's use

of proximity to the students. While in the classroom or supervising students, you are NOT to

conduct personal business, i.e., Cell phones, lPads or tablets. NEVER leave students unattended

and always follow designated release procedures.

Timesheejs
Timesheets must be filled out comp[etely. Timesheets are due the last working day of the month

and are to be turned into the Administration Office on 300 N. Kentucky Ave.

Qther Duties as Assigned
Occasionally, a substitute may be asked to perform duties in addition to those of a substitute

teacher. AJso, a substitute may be asked to teach in a classroom other than the one helshe has

agreed to teach or cover another class on his/her prep hour. ln such cases, the substitute is

expected to demonstrate flexibility and cooperation with the school administration in its attempts

to meet the instructional and safety needs of the students under their care.



GENER,A L INFORMATION

ChanSes in Personal lnformatiqn
Throughout the year, the substitute has the responsibility of keeping current information with the

Human Resource office, including current address and phone number. Please let the Substitute

Coordinator know of any changes that need to be made.

End Sf ,the DU
At the end of the day the substitute has several more duties to perform. The classroom should be

checked to ensure the classroom is restored to the way the substitute found it. The teacher

appreciates knowing how much of the lesson plans was accomplished and any other important

information that might be helpful to the teacher including behavior problems or unusual events

that may have occurred, Finally, the substitute should always check out through the front office

before leaving for the day.

Eeek Help
At all times, and in all matters related to substitute teaching, the substitute should never hesitate

to SEES HEIP when needed. Everyone in the school system wants the substitute to be

successful - the teachers, administrators, students, and parents. Help is only a few steps or a

call to the office at any time. ln addition to the teacher next door o.r acro$s the hallway, key

personnel are always available to assist the substitute with either instructional questions or

classroom management concerns. These personnel include the administrators, subject area

experts, grade level chairpersons, team leaders, and department heads.

Professionalism
Do not discuss the class or specific students with other individuals, especially when off du$. You

should not discuss a student's problems with other people.

Contrql in, the Clasqroom
Greet the students as they enter the classroom. Make sure they get into their seats as soon as

possible. Establish your rules and expectations very clearly at the beginning of the day. Start

teaching immediately.

Lgssgn Plans
Upon arrival at the work location for your assignment, locate and review the lesson planldirections.

lf you are unable to locate lesson plans/directions, contact the office for
assistance. Keep the students busy until the bell rings. Follow all lessons plans as directed by

the teacher. Find additionat activities to do [f all lesson plans have been completed.



GENERAL INFORMATION

Avaifability
The RISD understands that on occasion substitutes may not be available; however, the District
relies heavily on substitutes to play a part in continued education for students in the absence of
the teacher, secretary, or nurse. Continual refusal of assignments may result in removalfrom
the substitute roster.

Dresg
Substitutes do not have to adhere to the uniform dress colors when assigned at schools that have
a uniform dress code (specific colors). However, in schools whose dress code requires shirts to
be tucked in, the substitute is expected to follow the code by tucking in their shirts/blouses. The
District's expectation is that a substitute is dressed in clean, neat clothing. In order to gain respect
from the students a substitute should dress like a teacher. lt is in the substitute's best interest to
avoid very casual dress, i.e. jeans with ripsltears, 'Tlip-flop" sandals, shorts, t-shirts. Both men
and women should select clothing that enables you to bend down, stoop over, and write on
chalkboards with ease.

Expectations
The title Substitute indicates that you are ts take the place of a teacher, special education
associate, school secretary, or school nurse. ln the case of the substitute teacher, this
responsibitity includes completing lesson plans for the day, carrying on the instructional program
for the day, performing duties the teacher has been regularly assigned, and maintaining a calm,
orderly environment in which learning can take place. ln the ease of the special education
associate, this responsibility includes assisting the classroom teacher in activities as directed. ln
case of the school secretary, this responsibility includes completing activities as directed by the
building principallsupervisor. ln the case of the school nurse, this responsibility includes
completing duties as assigned by the head nurse. The safety and welfare of the students assigned
to you is of extreme importance. lf at time the safety and welfare of the RISD's students is in
jeopardy, secure a safe environment for them immediately.



GENERA L INFORMATION

Bemoval From Serviee
Substitutes may be removed from the systern at any time it is deemed necessary and appropriate

to do so. Removal from the system or deactivation may also result from not accepting jobs for a

long period of time, declining too many job, inappropriate behavior, or for other legal reasons

deemed necessary and appropriate. lf circumstances warrant it, the substitute may be restricted

immediately from service to the District, pending the outcome of any investigation of Policy

violations. Substitutes may also be excluded from working at particular campuses if the school

administration and the Human Resources Administrator conclude it is in the best interest of the

District to do so.

Renewal for Next Yeaq

$ubstitutes remain on the roster from school year to school year unless the substitute resigns or

is terminated due to a performance problem. Prior to the beginning of the subsequent school

year, the RISD sends a Letter of lntent offering re-employment for the

subseguent school year. The substitute then has 15 days to respond to the offer. Substitutes

who do not respond within the 15-day timeline are deleted from the roster. lndividuals dropped

from the roster must reapply for consideration as substitute for the RISD.



PAYROLL INFORMATION

Pav method I frequencv
Substitutes will be paid on a monthly basis. Paychecks will be issued on the 1Oth of each month.
Paychecks will be mailed to the substitutes home address listed with the Human Resource office
or the substitute may make arrangements with the Payroll office for direct deposit into their hanking
institution.

Timeshe,eh
Timesheets must be signed and turned into the substitute coordinator at the district otfice on the
last working day of the month. At that time a blank timesheet may be picked up. Timesheets
should be signed by the building secretary or principal at the completion of the school day.

Full Dav & Half Dav
Substitutes should have a clear understanding of whether they are substituting for a whole day or
a half-day assignment before accepting the job.

A full day pay constitutes 7 hours.

A half day pay constitutes 4.5 hours or less.

Exgeptiorls
Working over 4.5 hours, i.e. 30 minutes to t hour, substitute is paid at the applicable substitute
hourly rate.

Lg.nE Term Jobs
A job is considered long term when a substitute has worked in a teaching or nurse
position for 10 consecutive days. Substituting in an associate position is not considered long
term because the substitute is not required to do allthe necessary papenrork that a teaching
position does. When the substitute has completed the 1Oth consecutive day in a teaching
position the tong term increment will take effect of $13.oo extra per day, which will go retro to
the first day the substitute started the long term assignment.



SCHOOL INFORMATION

701 East Country Club
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ROSIYELL HIGH 500 West Hobbs 637-3228

637-3229

UNII/ERSITY HIGH 25 Martin 627-2752

BERRENDO MIDDLE 800 Marion Richards Rd
627-2777

627-2802
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MISSOURI AVENUE 637-3452

MONTERREY 637-3477

NANCY LOPEZ 637-3502
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637-3578

VALLEY WEW 1400 South Washington 
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SUNSET

627-4851

637-3231

627-2785

637-3627
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INTRODUCTION
PREPAREDNESS: Prevention, Protection, Mitigation,

Response, and Recovery

The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) lists five mission areas that are intended
to assist individuals in meeting their preparedness goals for emergency situations; (prevention,
protection, mitigation, response followed by recovery.) There is never one solution that solves
all emergencies, therefore be mindful of these five missions and the layers of defense that they
provide.

Hear a1 The Roswell Independent School District (RISD) our mission is to provide a safe and
secure leaming environment for all of our students and staff, which starts with PREPARATION
for emergencies. Preparation is the first layer of defense and it is maintained through a continuous
cycle of planning, organizing, training, equipping, exercising, evaluating, and taking corrective
action. This preparation leads to a PREVENTION mindset that allows us to take proactive
measures whenever possible to protect the safety and security of students and staff. No amount of
prevention can stop ALL emergencies, therefore our next layer of defense is pRorECTIoN.
Teachers are the true first responders to any school emergency situation, therefore training teachers
to assume this role is paramount. To assist teachers with this responsibility, R.I.S.D. has
implemented the A.L.LC.E. active shooter program. This simple acronym (a.L.t.C.f) .-
provide options for most emergency situations by encouraging teachers to participate in their own
survival, which allou,s them to lead students to safety. This survival mentality MITIGATES the
loss of life and property from natural and/or human-caused disasters by aroiding or lesse.ring the
impact of the disaster. However, teachers cannot be expected to handle all emergencies, nor aqe
they fully equipped to do such. The proper responding agency must be summoned in a timely
manner to provide teachers with the support they need to protect our students. A quick
RESPONSE is vital, therefore always have a plan to summons help. Finally, critical incidents
take a toll on individuals in different ways, therefore a proper RECOVERY process is essential.

Please make a point to:
o Read this Booklet and rehearse Emergency Procedures before bad things happen
o Always Practice PREVENTION
. Have a plan to PROTECT our students
o Take action to MITIGATE losses
o Have a way to summons help in order to create a quick RESPONSE

The following simple measures are helpful in an emergency and are based on
A.L.LC.E. and the concept of TIME-DISTANCE-COVER AND CONFIDENCE:

o ALERT- Time allows those involved to properly handle emergencies
o LOCKDOWN- Cover can buy you more time to make informed decisions
o INFORM- Informed decisions make good decisions
o COUNTER- Having confidence to handle emergencies is vital
. EVACUATE- If you have good information, your best option may be to create distance

Revised January 2019
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Lockdown Responses:
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Tips on recovery

Emergency Numbers

No document can possibly be expected to cover every emergency, but having efficient,
sound emergency procedures in place also requires each school site to develop their own
response, intervention, and prevention plan. Training at school sites must be ongoing and
done monthly at a minimum. This plan is provided as a guideline to assist you in
participating in your own survival so that you can lead others to safety. It is based on fwo
fundamental concepts; 1) A.L.I.c.E acronym and 2) Time-Distance-Cover and confidence.
utilizing the A.L.I.c,E. options coupled with the understanding of rime, Distance, cover
and confidencel teachers can safely respond to most emergencies. This booklet is designed
as an immediate action plan for the first five minutes of an emergency.

Revised Ja nuary 2019



Lockdown Situations (Securitv Threats)

*To meet our PREPAREDNESS GOAI for an efficient RESPONSE to a violent
intruder, we must practice lockdown drills. Drills are not meant to create stress; rather
should be a time of methodical, mental preparation and not an assessment of one's stress
response. It is ok to alert your teachers as to an upcoming drill and to even pass this
information on through PA announcements once the drill has commenced. DO NOT rush
these drills and never attempt to stop a drill prior to five minutes as this is the benchmark.
An assessment ofour stress response comes from scenario based trainings and those must
be carried out in an extremely controlled environment with lots of safeties. At this time
RISD is working up to a sfess assessment by showing proficiency with drills.

With that in mind, as we conduct drills, common sense must prevail. Drills will not
contain armed individuals, actors, explosives or any other perceived threat, therefore if
any stimuli is perceived ffeat it as real. If it is a scheduled active shooter drill, teachers
need only work through the drill and discuss options with their students, and avoid
evacuating from campus or damaging the school building by breaking windows or
throwing items.

Code words should NOT BE USED when conducting lockdowns. Code words create
tremendous confusion as each school tends to use different code words for different
perceived threats, (soft, hard, medium. . ..) There is only one intent of a lockdown, and
this is to prevent harm from entering the classroom. To achieve this level of security, we
need only use plain English and good communication skills. Recently, The Pecos Valley
Police dispatchers requested a list ofschool lockdown codes as they were confused and
were having difficulty relaying information. Confusion is the enemy when preparing for
an emergency situation, so FEMA requests that all individuals involved in emergencies
use plain English and provide the necessary information needed to help individuals
succeed. There should be ONLY one type of lockdown in RISD and once teachers
achieve a secured room, then a plain English explanation as to the conditions surrounding
the lockdown should follow. Example #l: "Lockdorvn, lockdown, teachers the police
department is currently working in the area and asked that the school go into a lockdown.
Teachers secure your room and then continue to teach. If conditions change we will alert
you." Example #2: "Lockdorvn, lockdown, teachers there is a suspicious subject near our
campus, protect your rooms at this time, police are on the way. The male subject is
currently at the main entrance, wearing jeans, a black lshirt and he is carrying a
backpack."

*INFORMATION IS KEY AND IT IS OK TO PROVIDE THIS INFORMATION.*

Revised January 2019
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Lockdown Situations (Securitv Threats)
ACTM SHOOTER- Gun Shots / Threats

(Lockdown Response)
Most school lockdowns are associated with the threat of a violent intruder.

A.L.T.C.E. VIOLENT INTRTIDER RESPONSE PLAN:

SAFETY is paramount in the Roswell Independent School District, but due to the actions
of a select few individuals over the last 20 years, SECURITY has juxtaposed itself as a new
priority. School shootings make headlines, but it is the RISD's intention to never again
make headlines for such a heinous act. In the event of an active shooter emergency, the
Roswell Independent School District has adopted the A.L.I.C.E. response plan to assist you
in determining the BEST OPTIONS available for you to survive an attack. The ALICE
response does not follow a set of sequentially, prescribed actions; rather it gives five (5)
fluid OPTIONS that you may or may not utilize when confronting an active shooter. These
dangerous situations are elastic and information will dictate which option is best at that
time as no single response fits all active shooter events. Those in harm's way should make
their own decisions. Your survival is the most important outcome, so participate in your
own survival, which will allow you to lead your students to safety. ALWAYS BE
MINDFUL OF TIME-DISTANCE.COVER-CONFIDENCE AND TO THE AGE
SPECIFIC ABILITIES OF YOUR STUDENTS.

ALERT
. The Alert is key, as ALL involved staff and students need as much time as possible to

carry out selected options. The first alert must be to all staff and students that are

currently being threatened, but measures must be made to contact POLICE ASAP to start

their response.
. If you are able to sound an alert, provide as much initial information as possible

to as many people as possible IN PLAIN ENGLISH, NO CODE WORDS.
o INFORMATION IS THE KEY TO GOOD DECISIONS

. Any number of things can alert you to a shooter situation:
. Personalobservations
. Surveillance cameras
. Gunfire
. Witnesses
. Unusual commotion on campus
. Phone/Text alerts/ Public Address system

LOCKDOWN
. A lockdown is a semi-secure starting point from which to make your survival decisions.

Lockdowns provide a time barrier that will allow you to assess your information and
decide whether to evacuate or make a stand by securing the room. *BE SURE TO
IMPLEMENT YOUR SUPPLIED ACTIVE SHOOTER KIT.*

Revised January 2019



. Lock/secure the door; It is a good practice to have the door locked at all times and
not just when a threat is detected

. Cover any windows in the door or adjacent to the door ifpossible. It is a
good practice to have this done prior to an active shooter evenl.. Tie down the door using rope, computer cable etc.. Barricade the door with secondary locks such as cut firehose placed on the door
closer. This will keep the door secured in the event that the industrial hardware or
adjacent glass is compromised.

' spread out in the room, but only if studenls can maintain concealment from
hallw_ay viewing. Keep students upright as mobility is a primary defense. Try 1o
avoid having them go into a fetal position (age specific) as the f:etal will enhance
the freeze mechanism and reduce their ability to move. Remember a moving
target is much harder to hit than a stationary one.

. Prepare the students for what is to come and whal their options are. Communicate with your students about what you expect from them. Gather weapons (fire extinguishers, coffee cups, staplers, books, pens, etc.) and
mentally prepare to defend yourselfand/or others.

' Put yourself in position to surprise the violent intruder should they enter the room;
Use cover close to the door, preferably on the hinged side of the joorway. This
will allow you to launch a counter attack should your room be breached.
REMEMBER, active shooters DO NOT TAKE HOSTAGES, so if your room is
breached they wILL ATTEMPT ro KILL you and your students. you MUST
DO ALL THAT YOU CAN TO PARTICIPATE IN YOUR SURVIVAL. YouT
student's lives depend on it.

' Move out of the doorway in case ofgunfire as RISD doors have been shown to be
CONCEALMENT ONLY, as they WILL NOT STOP A BULLET.

' continue to absorb all information as these situations are elastic and information
allows you to make good decisions

' continually check your condition by looking for alternative escape routes
(windows, additional doors etc...).

' once your room is secured, only open the door ifvalid information alrows you to
make that decision; ie... shooter is observed on another portio, ofcampus [9g%
of school active shooters are carried out by one male perpetrator). BE MINDFUL
OF A RUSE, do not open the door ifyou do not have valid information as to the
whereabouts of the shooter

. If valid information is provided over the pA that the incident is over and this is
confirmed by an ALICE permission slip being supplied under your door, then you
can make arrangements to disengage your counter measures and secondary lo&s.
Once you feel it is safe, return the ALICE permission slip to the hallway and
prepare to have your door opened by an administrator, School Resource officer,
Safe School Liaison, police or security officer.

. IF YOU DOUBT THE INFORMATION PROVIDED, HOLD THE ROOM FOR
ANOTHER FIVE MINUTES AND REASSESS AT THAT TIME. (69%, of
active shooters end in five minutes, with most ending in less than l0 minutes )
There is no need to rush active shooter drills.

Revised.January 2019



INTORM
. School administration should deem a secure room that can be utilized as a command

center where secured Public Address communications can be continually sent out to staff
members. This room needs to be quickly accessed, easily secured, have PA controls,

land line phone system, access to surveillance cameras and have multiple staff members

trained in the use of all equipment within.
. Use any means necessary to pass on real time information- PA system is preferred, but

utilize all means necessary to get the information out
. SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION SHOULD SUPPLY A CONSTANT LINE OF

INFORMATION TO ALL INVOLVED STAFF/STUDENTS
. Use plain language and AVOID CODE WORDS.

Information should be derived from valid sources such as video surveillance,

observations, police, etc.

Who, what, when where and how information should be provided.

Understand, information helps people in or around the area to make good

common sense decisions and it also helps those involved by avoiding anxiety,
which comes from the unknown.
DO NOT be fear stricken by rumors of false information being placed over the

intercom. If a shooter is wasting time in the office trying to put out false
information, then he is not killing anyone and he is allowing law enforcement to

close distance. IF YOU HEAR I-INREASONABLE INFORMATION over the

intercom, then just hold your lockdown another five minutes. Example: "All
teachers, open your doors at this time." This command would never be given by a

school administrator and therefore hold your lockdown five more minutes to

allow more law enforcement to arrive and secure the scene.

COUNTER- Two forms are Distract and Control
. Understand human physiological changes (Auditory Exclusion, Tunnel Vision, Loss of

Dexterity, Sensory Overload and know how you can overcome them by utilizing (the 5

C's) Cover, Combat breathing, checking Conditions, Communicating with your
students/staff and always maintaining Confi dence.

. Use simple, proactive techniques should you be confronted by an active shooter.

Distraction is preferred as it is simple and can incorporate the student's participation,
whichPreventslhe:i#ff 

f, :':5"T:""tn'ftil1L*,urrLrzEMAMMALrAN
FEARS AGAINST THE ATTACKER; fear of sudden approach, loud
noises and falling

. Almost anything can be a weapon

. IJtihze fire extinguishers or throw things at the shooter to disrupt his aim (fear of
sudden approach)

. Create as much noise as possible (fear of loud noises)

. Attack in a group (create the fear of falling)

. MOVEMENT is your primary defense

a

a
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. If distraction techniques_work and a control opportunity is presented, then proceed to
control. Attempt control options only ifyou are capable ofsuch action ani the
opportunity presents itself. Be mindful that most school shooters are young teenage
males, who can be overtaken/controlled with the proper techniques.. Ifcapable, grab the shooter,s limbs and head and pin them to the ground.. Fight dirty: Bite, kick, gouge eyes, etc.

. Those not involved in the contro ing the intruder should evacuate the area. Ifyou have control of the shooter, have someone car9ll &inform porice where
you are. Listen/obey officer's commands when thev arrive.

EVACUATE. Less than 2Yo of violent intruder incidents involve more than one person. Evaluate your
options by utilizing the information you have at that moment. If your best option is to
evacuate then remove yourself from the danger zone as quickry as possibre. BE
MINDFUL, the only person in Roswell, NM that is trying to kil you or your students is
on your campus' so your best option may be to remove yourself from the campus and
create distance.

. Break out windows and attempt to quickly clear glass fiom the fiame. BE MINDFUL, Roswell schools mainly have three types of gtass: (l)
Tempered grass has a laser stamp on one ofthe corneri that l-ub"r, ii u,
tempered, please check your class before an emergency. This glass is very
easy to defeat with a strike to the comer from youi glais breakJr that is
supplied in your active shooter kit. Once glass is broken, utilize glass
breaker handle to rake any remaining glass out of frame. (Z) ..efickgn
Wire Gla!S,', this is nasty stuff, breaks into large dangeroui straras, again
use striker to rake out grass and be very careful when dealing withihe
shards and dangerous wire produced by breaking this class, i:ifh9_glgsi,
very similar to chicken wire glass when broken, but racks wiie solha.._ras
will freely fall away. Be careful and attack this class from top, down.

' If confronted with a 2nd story window, consider using belts, clothing'or other
items as an improvised rope to shorten the distance. 

-,d 
story windivs are rare in

the RISD but are found at the AESC building, Missouri Avenue and El
capitan...If no other choice hang by your hands from the window redge to
shorten your drop, attempt to drop into shrubs, murch or grass to lessei the chance
ofinjury & absorb impact by tucking & rolling was you hit ground.

' once you make the decision to evacuate, do not stop untir yJu are far away from
the scene. Each school should establish rally pointi once all is clear.. Bring something to protect yourself should you encounter the violent intruder
i.e.. . .fire extinguisher, active shooter kit, etc. . . but be prepared to drop any device
if confionted by police

*Ifevacuation is not an option and you have a student with a preventable life threatening
injury, such as extremity hemonhage or tension pneumothorax, utilize the swAT-T
tourniquet in your active shooter kit, coupled with your training to prevent death at the
point of wounding.
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OUTDOOR INCIDENT:
1. BE MINDFUL OF TIME. DISTANCE- COVER- CONFIDENCE
2. Utilrze A.L.I.C.E. options as discussed in above section
3. BE MINDFUL that you are outdoors, but you may still be in a confined space

due to height of a security fence and/or age of your students.
4. BE MINDFUL OF age appropriateness of your students, time availatrle,

distance from the intruder and the availability of cover. Based on this
information you may or may not want to lie flat on the ground. Lying flat on the
ground reduces your options as you are now immobile and have a limited line of
sight. This option may reduce the attention given to your location and may be a
GOOD STARTING POINT, but should not be your only option. ALL RISD
playgrounds are flat and therefore lying on the ground provides tittle tactical
advantage. If the intruder starts closing distance DO NOT LAY FLAT ON THE
GROUND; a laterally moving target is much harder to hit than one lying, on the
ground. Be mindful of Time-Distance-Cover-Confidence. If you have time,
CR-EATE DISTANCE, if not seek cover and always maintain confidence.

5. Teachers may evacuate the grounds to a primary or secondary location pre-
arranged per the school's safe school plan. Once removed from the campus,
only return if you have valid information that all is clear. Schools need to have
rally points to reassemble.

6. Upon returning to the campus, BE MINDFUL that law enforcement will be on
high alert and extremely vigilant for potential threats. DO NOT POSE A
THREAT, keep your hands visible at all times.

WHAT TO EXPECT FROM RESPONDING POLICE OFFICERS:
Prevention, protection, mitigation, response. When the police respond, there actions
and ours must mesh seamlessly in order to achieve the greatest outcome.

. Police are trained to proceed immediately to the area in which shots were last heard
and their purpose is to stop the shooting quickly. They WILL NOT render aid as
their priority is to stop the intruder's deadly actions.

. Police can be alone, in a pair and possibly will be in a multi-officer formation.

. They may be dressed in regular clothing with only a badge visible, may be wearing a

patrol uniform, dress clothes with an external ballistic vest, or they may be in
Kevlar helmet with a full tactical appearance (SWAT). The officers will be armed
with firearms and ever vigilant of people's hands. Regardless of how officers
appear, remain calm, do as the officers tell you and do not be afraid of them.

. You MUST present a NON-THREAT by always showing your EMPTY hands as
officers will be Iooking for perceived weapons (including cellphones).

. Put down anything you may be carrying and keep your hands visible at alt times.

. DO NOT GRAB OFFICERS OR EXPECT THEM TO BE A SAFETY BLANKET.
Officers will be in a HIGH state of alert and will be in sensory overload. Any
sudden movement towards them will elicit a protective response.

. Provide all known information to officers as to assist them in stopping the shooter.

. Do not follow officers, instead evacuate the campus.

. Keep in mind that after you have escaped to a safer location, the entire area is still a
crime scene.
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Lockdown ituations Securi Threats
POLICE WORKING NEAR SCHOOL: Example: Search Warrant

1. On occasion police will execute search warrants near a school and due to the
potential for a fleeing suspect, police will request a lockdown. BE MINDFUL OF
TIME- DISTANCE- COVER- CONFIDENCE and utilize A.L.I.C.E. oprions.

a. ALERT the principal.
b. LOCKDOWN- adjust level of lockdown according to information known
c. INFORMATION- Based on the information provided, adjust the school,s

layer of defense.
i. Ifpolice activity is extremely close to the school and therefore there is

little time to react due to the close proximity, then a classroom
lockdown may be appropriate

ii. If police activity is a couple blocks away, therefore there is more time
to react, then adjust the layer ofdefense out by securing the perimeter
fence and bringing all students inside the building. Once all students
are inside, then lock the exterior doors and monitor the situation. This

2.

will allow the educational process to continue with minimal
interruption while providing a time banier.

iii. Should the situation deteriorate, immediately shrink the layer of
defense to a classroom lockdown.

d. COUNTER- Do not allow any individual to enter the school during this time.
e. EVACUATE- Do not allow anyone to leave the campus during this time.

If in doubt of which layer to secure, ALWAYS start from the inner circle and move
outward (1. Classroom,2. Exterior doors,3. Perimeter fencing)
Debrief with crisis team and staff.

POLICE ACTIVELY PURSUING A SUBJECT NEAR THE SCHOOL:
l. Police pursuits rapidly evolve and therefore TIME is a concem as DISTANCE can

shrink extremely fast. Information of a police pursuit may not always come from the
police dispatcher as they will be extremely busy dispatching officers, therefore valid
information may come from personal observations, witnesses, text alerts, police
activity or social media. Once valid information is received, alert the principal and be
BE MINDFUL OF TIME- DISTANCE- COVER- CONFIDENCE and utitize
A.L.I.C.E. options. If the pursuit is close, immediately go into a classroom lockdown
and expand the lockdown to exterior doors and perimeter fencing.

a. ALERT the principal.
b. LOCKDOWN- Go into a classroom lockdown
c. INFORMATION- Based on the information provided, adjust the school's

layer of defense.
i. With a police pursuit it is hard to judge distance and time as distance

can shrink fast at pursuit speeds. A classroom lockdown may be your
best option for the duration.

d. COUNTER- Do not allow any individual to enter the school during this time.
e. EVACUATE- Do not allow anyone to leave the campus during this time.

2. Debrief with crisis leam and staff.

3.
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WHAT TO DO IN C BREACH
Security breaches may come from many dynamic and rapidly evolving situations such as a
stranger entering onto the czrmpus.

Security Breach: - Unidentified individual on campus
I . ALERT- Alert by-standers to the breach, this way if things go bad, additional help

may be summoned and a lockdown can be initiated.
2. LOCKDOWN- If possible, remove students and staff from vicinity of intruder and

make sure doors in close proximity to the intruder are closed/locked.
3. INFORM- Approach person, greet and inform them that they must check in with the

office. Ascertain legitimacy ofpurpose on carnpus.
4. COUNTER- If needed, ask the individual(s) to leave and or escort them to the office

should their business be legitimate. If their business is violence then counter their
actions with distractions and seek distance and/or cover.

5. EVACUATE- If intruder does not respond to verbal commands, then sound ALERT,
evacuate the immediate area and command a lockdown. Begin to incorporate
A.L.I.C.E. options as detailed in active shooter section.

6. Debrief with crisis team and staff.

Security Breach: - Alleged Student with weapon on campus (credible information)

Be mindful of Time-Distance-Cover-Confidence
1. ALERT- Alert School Resource Officer/Police immediately, this way if things go

bad, police response has already been initiated. Many times, the discovery of the
weapon may lead an active killer to initiate his mayhem and a timely police response
is vital. Make all efforts to avoid triggering the violence.

2. LOCKDOWN- Isolating the threat is key. If possible, create a perimeter by
removing students and staff from vicinity ofthe suspected armed individual and
discretely initiate a lockdown in the remainder of the school.

3. INFORM- Provide all real time information to arriving law
enforcement/stafTsecurity

4. COUNTER- If suspected armed individual is oblivious to above actions, then leave
him isolated and await police response. Counter the potentially armed individual
only if there is no other oplion and he makes a furtive movement of violence. Be
ready to separate individual from any back pack or other potential weapon
concealment container. Secure the students hands and quickly isolate the potentially
armed individual by removing other students from classroom or by isolating the
individual in the hallway.

5. EVACUATE- If individual does not respond to verbal commands and becomes
defiant, do not delay start evacualing the immediate area. Sound ALERT, go into a
school lockdown and continue to relay information to all involved. Begin to
incorporate A.L.l.C.E. options as detailed in active shooter section.

6. Upon arrival and assessment, law enforcement will take whatever actions deemed
necessary to handle the theat. Assist law enforcement with the investigation

7. Debriefwith crisis team and staff.
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Security Breach: - Gang Altercation
1. ALERT- Ale( Principal, security, law enforcement or any other involved staff.
2. LOCKDOWN- If possible, remove non-involved students/staff from vicinity of

altercation and send them into a lockdown
3. INFORM- Continually pass on pertinent information to those who are in a lockdown

and to arriving law enforcement.
4. COUNTER- If needed, counter any violence through distractions and seek distance

and/or cover. Be mindful that gang altercations often involve weapons.
5. EVACUATE- Attempt to contain the altercation, but if containment is lost, evacuate

the area and incorporate A.L.I.C.E. options as detailed in active shooter section.
6. Upon arrival and assessment, law enforcement will take whatever actions deemed

necessary to handle the theat. Assist law enforcement with the investigation
7. Debrief with crisis team and staff-

Security Breach: - Unauthorized Demonstration of Students in Large Group
I . ALERT- Summons help immediately. Notify superintendent, principal, resource

officer, counselor, and nurse. Assemble crisis team as needed.
2. LOCKDOWN- keep uninvolved students separated and protected in the classroom.
3. INFORM-. Post signs at all entrances and exits. Prepare list of affected

students/staff and parental emergency numbers. Notifu parents.
4. COUNTER- Secure and control school entrances and exits.
5. EVACUATE- Attempt to contain the demonstration, but if containment is lost,

evacuate area & incorporate A.L.I.C.E. options as detailed in active shooter section.
6. Once order is restored and all is safe, then prepare a fact sheet
7. Debrief with crisis team and staff.

Security Breach: - Riot
l. ALERT-Alert Principal, security, law enforcement or any other involved staff.
2. LOCKDOWN- If possible, remove non-involved students/staff from vicinity of riot

and send them into a lockdown.
3. INFORM- Continually relay pertinent information to those who are in a lockdown

and to arriving law enforcement.
4. COUNTER- Ifneeded, counter any violence through distractions and seek distance

and/or cover. Be mindful that riots often involve weapons.
5. EVACUATE- Attempt to contain the riot, but if containment is lost, evacuate the

area and incorporate A.L.LC.E. options as detailed in active shooter section.
6. Upon anival and assessment, law enforcement will take whatever actions deemed

necessary to handle the threat. Assist law enforcement with the investigation
7. Once order is regained and all is safe, then prepare a fact sheet
8. Debriefwith crisis team and staff.
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Security Breach: - Animal on Campus
l. ALERT- Summons help immediatety. Alert Principal, security and animal control

If the animal is aggressive and dangerous summons law enforcement.
2. LOCKDOWN- A lockdown is a good starting point as this should mitigate the

number of students coming into contact with the animal.
3. INFORM- Continually relay pertinent information to those who are in a lockdown

and to arriving animal control officers.
4. COUNTER- Ifneeded, counter any aggression through distractions and seek

distance and"/or cover. Be mindful that aggressive animals often carry diseases.

5. EVACUATE- Attempt to contain the animal, but if containment is lost, evacuate the

area and incorporate A.L.l.C.E. options as detailed in active shooter section.
6. Once animal is secured and all is safe, then prepare a fact sheet

7. Debrief with crisis team and staff.

Security Breach: - Vandalism
I . Clear/isolate the immediate area and alert principal. Secure area and leave intacl for

investigation. Notify maintenance department for clean-up or barricades.

2. Record type and extent of damage. File report with central administration and risk
management.

In Case of Bomb Threat
When a tfueatening call is received, obtain the calling information from your caller ID
immediately. Place the call on speaker phone and with hand gestures sumrlons those around you

to listen and attempt to record the call with a recording device. Attempt to gain as much
information from the caller as possible: Location of bomb, type of bomb, reason for placing a

bomb at the school, demands, time frame or any other pertinent information. Remember, if a
"bomber" is calling to wam you ofa bomb, then their purpose is not necessarily to harm people,

rather it is to gain attention for a cause or for themselves. The "Uni-bomber" never wamed his
victims ahead of time.

Social media threats seem to be more prevalent today and can cause mass hysteria quickly.

Quick response to these threats is vital in order to stay ahead of the pandemonium. Make sure to

save all evidence whether it is email, Tweet, Snap Chat etc.. . and do not answer the
correspondence.

Se minifu that once a bomb threat is received, crime is afbot. Bomb threats along with fire
alarms are sometimes used as a ruse to evacuate schools in order to flood hallways with would-
be targets for a mass shooting. You must continue to respond to the threat at hand, a bomb, but
understand, school active shooters are much more prevalent than bombings. (See fire drill
section for more information)

10
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1. ALERT- Alert principal and police immediately by landline phone system.
2. LOCKDOWN- A lockdown may be a good starting point as this will prevent ruse

opportunities for a potential active shooter and most bombs are weak in design with
very small kill zone, therefore this can limit the effectiveness of a bomb. Utilize
A.L.I.C.E. options and be sure to participate in your own survival. If there is not
enough information to evacuate, then a lockdown may be a good option. Teachers
should be proactive and place kids in a fetal positon surror.rnded by items of cover.
Cover is anlhing that will stop or severely slow a bullet and or bomb shrapnel.
Types ofcover include filing cabinets, cinder block walls, desks, books etc....
Students can be placed against a solid wall and then a semi-circle ofcover created
around them. Teachers may open windows in the room to help alleviate pressure
should there actually be an explosive.

3. INFORM- Pertinent information should be provided to all involved on a real-time
basis. Information is key to good decisions.

4. COUNTER- The Building Crisis Management Team should be assembled. The
building nurse and head custodian should be members of the team. Determine if
there is a "real" bomb threat, and do not use radios or cell phones (use face-to-face
and or landline phones). Communication by radio/cellphone is not recommended as it
may detonate an explosive device. Note and report any suspect or unusual items,
packages, conditions, etc. Crisis Team Members should be trained on how to identifu
suspect materials, how to communicate, report and handle bomb threats.

5. EVACUATE- If a suspect item is found, make a decision on whetl-rer to evacuate the
area or not. If you evacuale, create a layer of cover between students and the suspect
item (desks, filing cabinets etc...) to protect sludents as they evacuate.

6. Notifr Superintendent, Director of Transportation, Principal, Counselors, Nurse,
Maintenance Department, and Cafeteria as early as possible after it has been
determined that a threat exists.

7. Assemble the Building Crisis Managemenl Team to monitor areas and be prepared to
assist the police department's Incident Commander when they arrive at the building
to take command of the scene. Upon arrival and assessment, the Roswell Police
Department Incident Commander will take whatever actions deemed necessary to
handle the threat. A distance of 100 yards is recommended for a safe zone outdoors.
Indoors, at least 3-4 rooms ofseparation are considered a safe zone depending on the
size of the device.

8. The Building Crisis Team Leader should have a list of team members, phone
numbers, building diagrams, utility and power sources, access points, records,
attendance sheets, etc., and consider "before" and "after" school situations.

9. Make contingency plans for student transportation, before and after school hours
situations and handling situations involving hearing impaired and Special Educalion
students. If the incident occurs before or after hours, parent and bus drop-offzones
may need to be blocked and/or re-routed to altemate points for safe entry in the
building if appropriate. In the event of evacuation, primary and secondary evacuation
locations should be pre-checked for safe passage.

10. Debrief with crisis team and staff.

11
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Assault/Manasin Allesed Assailant
(Personal Injury Response No Weapons Involved)

Fight:
l.

2.

-).

4.

ALERT-Alert Principal, security, law enforcement or any other involved staff.
Avoid handling fights alone.
LOCKDOWN- Get uninvolved students separated from the incident and protected. If
needed or possible have them lockdown in nearby rooms-
INFORM-Command all involved to stop their actions. Continually use verbal
commands throughout the incident.
COUNTER- If possible, determine who the primary aggressor is and target that
individual. It they are mutual combatants, than both subjects must be secured

simultaneously to avoid creating a potentially harmful situation. We want to avoid
controlling only one subject and allowing the other unprotected shots.

EVACUATE- If possible, disburse the crowd and separate the combatants as ASAP.
If life threatening, call 9l I .

Ifneeded call the school nurse and/or other trained staff to provide medical attention.
Notifu victim's parents/guardians
Debrief with crisis team and staff

5.

6.

8.

9.

BULLYING
Definition:

1 . Bullying is unwanted, aggressive behavior that involves a real or perceived power
imbalance such as physical strength, access to embarrassing information, or
popularity to conuol or harm others. This behavior is repeated, or has the potential to
be repeated, over time and includes actions such as making threats, spreading rumors,
attacking someone physically or verbally, and excluding someone from a group on
purpose.

Policy:
t. The RISD prohibits harassment, intimidation, or bullying as forms of dangerous and

disrespectful behavior that will not be tolerated.

Reporting:
1 . A student, employee, or third party who has knowledge of conduct in violation of this

policy or feels he/she has been a victim is encouraged to immediately report the
incident to the building principal, superintendent, teacher and counselor or make the
report anonymously through the schools bullying hotline. The hotline can be
contacted phone at (575)-627-2899 or by email at BeAVICTOR@risd.kl2.nm.us.
Once a tip is received on the hotline, the school will immediately be notified and
therefore can take swift action.

12
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4.

CHILD ABUSE
(Personal Injury Response)

All employees have a mandatory, nondiscrelionary duty to report child abuse or neglect and
lailure to do so cun be just causefor criminal prosecution and or discipline of the employee,
Suspected or Actual Abuse
1. ALERT- Alert Principal, security and summons lau, enforcement. If the abuse occurred in

the Chaves County then phone the Chaves County Sheriff s Office, but if it occurred within
the city limits, then phone the Roswell Police Department. Also phone the Children youth
and Families Division Southem Central Intake (S.C.l.) at 1-855-333-7233.

2. LOCKDOWN- Make sure the victim is in a secure location with friendly staff and security.
Please be mindful that if the parent finds out that you are aware of the abuse; ie sibling
phones home, they will try to remove the evidence (the child). These parents will be
desperate and angry!

3. INFORM- In a conversational manner, gather what information you can from the child, to
confirm the abuse, but avoid performing a full investigation. The police and their abuse
support staff will handle the investigation.
COUNTER- Be prepared to counter the actions of an angry parent, should they leam that
you are aware of the abuse.
EVACUATE- Depending on the initial investigation, CYFD may remove the child from the
home. Ifthe child is processed for an emergency removal, allow the school professional
providing support to accompany the victim during this process.
upon arrival and assessment, law enforcement will take whatever actions deemed necessary
to handle the threat. Assist law enforcement with the investigation
Debrief with crisis team and staff

Witnessed:
There is a big difference between familial and stranger abductions

. Familial abductions are usually dealt with through the court system

. bg.g abductions must be stopped at all cost as studies show that most
victims are deceased within two hours of abduction.

l. ALERT- Alert principal AND summons Law Enforcement immediately (call 911)
2. LOCKDOWN- School should be placed on lockdown immediately
3. INFORM- Within la*ful limits, attempt to follow vehicle/suspect and provide real-

time information to law enforcement as to descriptions, license plate, direction of
lravel etc. . . Any and all information is vital.
. Do not attempt contact with kidnappers ratherjust maintain distance and stay

mobile inside your vehicle, but continue to feed inlormation to the 911 operator.
4. COUNTER- Do everyhing possible, within your abilities and lawful limits to

prevent a stranger abduction !

5. EVACUATE- Studies sho*,that if the abductor is able to leave the area with the
victim, the victim is usually deceased within two hours. DO NOT LET THEM
LEAVE.

7.

5.

6.

NAPPIN
(Personal Injury Response)
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6. Upon arrival and assessment, law enforcement will take whatever actions deemed
necessary to handle the lhreat. Assist law enforcement with the investigation
Debrief with crisis team and staff.7.

Kidnapping:

ALERT-Principal, security, school resource officer, law enforcement and any
suppo( staff that can help 10 verify the child is missing. Search buildings and campus.
LOCKDOWN- A lockdown is a good starting point as it will help to isolate the
school and assist with verifuing missing status. As well as protecting from any
further harm. Search the remainder ofthe building thoroughly as not all kidnappings
involve the victim being removed from the premises.
INFORM- Assist law enforcement with investigation by providing any and all
iniormation requested. Attempt to locate child,s closest friends and supply this
information to police.
couNTER- Best counter for abductions is maintaining a secure carnpus at all times.
EVACUATE- Evacuation is, be sure to gather information from all students before
they are allowed to leave the campus.
Upon arrival and assessment, law enforcement will take whatever actions deemed
necessary to handle the threat. Assist law enforcement with the investigation
Debrief with crisis team and staff.

SEXUAL ASSAULT
(Personal Injury Response)

Assisting the Victim:
1. ALERT- Alert principal and summons Law Enforcement immediately.
2. LOCKDOWN- Make sure victim is secure and ensure that the school nurse,

counselor, or trusted friend is with the victim until the police arrive to transport the
individual. Do not allow the victim to clean up, use the restroom, or change clothes as
their body is a crime scene, even if the incident occurred days prior (Siemin can stay
viable for up to 72 hours).

3. INFORM- Ensure that the victim's parents are notified and if unable to reach parents
notif, the nearest relative. Report information only to those directly involved with
the victim's safety and well-being. Assist law enforcement by locating potential
witnesses, friends or accomplices.

4. couNTER- Protect victim from any further trauma. Keep the victim in a safe
location with friendly staff. Avoid isolating the victim with friends.

5. EVACUATE- Police will arrange to have victim taken to a medical facility and
examined by SANE nurse as soon as possible. Allow the school professional
providing support to accompany the victim and police/parents to ihe hospital.

6. Upon anival and assessment, Iaw enforcement will taki whatever actioni deemed
necessary to handle the threat. Assist law enforcement with the investigation

7. Debriefwith crisis team and staff.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

'7.
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ACCIDENTS
(Personal Injury Response)

Minor - Level I
I . Administer first aid by utilizing the school nurse and/or trained staff.
2. Follow emergency procedures as indicated by nature ofaccident.
3. Inform parents/guardi an s.

4. Complete student/personnel accident report and file with nurse and principal,s office.

Minor-Level II
I . . Apply first aid utilizing the school niuse and./or trained staff.
2. If lifethreatening, Call 9l l.
3. Advise school building principal and security/safety personnel on Campus Radio

System or call button.
4. Call parents/guardians immediately or ifnecessary sibling, neighbor, relatives.
5. Fill out student/personnel accident report and file with nurse and principal,s office

(Personal Injury Response)

l. Call emergency vehicles/services: call 911 to notif,., police, fire, and ambulance.
2. If threat offire exists, ensure students are moved to a safe place.
3. Verifo report with police. Attempts to determine who has been injured; extent of

injuries and hospital.
4. Notifu superintendent, transportation (school vehicles), and principal, other

administration.
5. Prepare a list ofstudents, parents, and phone numbers (before leaving on the trip,

sponsors must leave a list ofstudents, and sponsors on the trip; list should be
available on school site).

6. Visit the injured.
7. Debriefcampus crisis team and staff.
8. Fill out student/personnel accident repolt.
9. Check with risk management/business office about insurance coverage, etc.
10. Call Central Administration or Transportation Director, 627 -2528

15
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DEATH AT SCHOOL - Natural, Accident, Homicide, Suicide
(Personal Injury Response)

1. ALERT- Alert principal/nurse and sumnons Law Enforcement/Paramedics immediately.
2. LOCKDOWN- Even if the death is an accident, it will still be treated as a homicide until

proven otherwise. 11 is best to evacuate the immediate area of the incident and secure the
crime scene. A lockdown would be beneficial as it will protect everyone until a cause of
death is determined and it will help to preserve the crime scene.

3. INFORM- Attempt to locate any potential suspects, witnesses, friends of victim or any other
information that will assist law enforcement when they arrive.

4. COLfNTER- Protect the crime scene, but never try to apprehend the suspect without security
or law enforcement. Ifneeded, counter any violence through distractions and seek distance
and/or cover.

5. EVACUATE- Once law enforcement arrive and secure the scene, they will make the
determination on evacuating the school.

6. Convene campus crisis team.
7. Counselors should be available.

Suicide Threats and Attempts: Remain with person until help is obtained and immediately
report conditions to Principal, Suicide Evaluator and SRO. Early identification and intemention
are criticol lo preventing suicidal behavior. Wten scltool slalf become aware of a staderrt
exhibiting potential suicidal behavior, lhey sltould immedialely escorl the child to a member of
the school's crisis response teamfor a suicide risk assessmenl. They should nol "send" lhe
studenl on lheir ow,n. If the appropriate staff is ol available,9ll should be called. Typically,
it is best lo inform the student whdt you are going to do every step of the way. Solicit the
studentts assistance where appropriate. Llnder no circumstances should the student be allowed
to leave school or be alone (even in the restroom), Reassure and supervise the studenl until a
24/7 caregiving resource (e.g., parenl, mental lteallh professional or law enlorcement
repre sentalive) ca n as s ume res po ns i b il ity.
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EMERGENCY (FIRE
(Evacuation Response)

Due to efforts of the fire department, state mandates, practiced fire drills and a proven safety
system, there has been no loss of life from a public school fire in over g0 y"-.. Do not let this
statistic lull you into complacency as it only through years of effort, that tilis sAFETy record
has stayed intact. Familiarize yourself with building evacuation plan rout"., frilli-ir1gui.h",
locations, fire alarm pull stations, and water supplies. Have knowledge in the use of fiie
extinguishers and evacuation tools (window breakers).

safety is paramount, but BE MINDFUL that sECURrry threats have been the greatest loss of
life in schools during the past 20 y"ur., th"r"fI[-BE AWARE of ploys to utilizeiafety concems
to expose you or your students to secudty threats. One ruse we see on a consistent baiis. is when
an active shooter pulls the fire alarm and hundreds ofpotenlial targets are flooded into the
hallways. we can never tum a blind eye to safety, but we must understand that there is a
difference between safety and security and the two can used to work against each other. Simple
vigilance can prevent this.

For Internal Building Fire:
Ifthe fire alarm is activated, there is no visual fire/smoke with no scheduled fire drill:l. BE AWARE that many active shooters utilize the fire alarms to flood the hallway

with plentiful, non-protected targets ( ie...MSD High School in parkland. FL)
2. Teachers should be the first to open the door and before allowing students to exit the

room, should check the hallway to ensure that no violent intruder is waiting to
ambush them. Be mindful of A.L.I.C_E. and it options.

3. once all students are out olthe room, teachers sHouLD Nor lock the door as this
could limit future options due to the potential "log jam" should the students need to
retum to the room in order to go into a lockdown due to an armed attack. This
practice also aids firemen as they enter the building to determine that everyone is
clear of the building and or to determine the origin of the alarm.

4. As you exit the exterior doors of the school bu ding, once again BE AWARE and
ensue that the exterior is clear of any violent intruders.

5. school Administration, ifyou did not schedule this fire alarm, check your fire panel
immediately and determine the origination or purpose of the alarm. euickly
investigate and if information acquired reveals this to be a ruse or potential iecurity
threat take appropriate actions and alert your teachers.

6. Evacuate to a maximum, safe distance away from fuel sources, cafeterias, science
laboratories, wood shops, auto/vocational shops and travel routes used by emergency
vehicles and keep students away from fire units.

7. Account lor all students in your classroom and provide first aid ifnecessary.
8. Do not re-enter the building until fire ofhcials declare the area safe and the all-clear

signal is given.
9. Debriefwith crisis team and staffifneeded
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For [nternal Building Fire:
If the fire alarm is NOT activated and there IS a visual fire/smoke:

l. Once again BE AWARE that many active shooters utilize the fire alarms to flood the
hallway and not always is it by using a fire pull tab. If you visually see the fire and it
is apparent that it is a ruse, such as fire in a trash receptacle in the middle of the
hallway then be mindful of your A.L.l.C.E. options. If i1 is apparenr that it is a
structural fire, then ALERT- Sound the fire alarm and evacuate per designated routes.
Do not fight the fire if it will place you in danger

2. Evacuate to a maximum, safe distance away from fuel sources, cafeterias, science
laboralories, wood shops, auto/vocational shops and favel routes used by emergenoy
vehicles and keep students away from fire units.

3. Accounl for all students in your classroom and provide first aid ifnecessary.
4. Call9ll and give as much information as possible.
5. Do not re-enter the building until fire officials declare the area safe and the all-clear

signal is given.
6. Debriefwith crisis team and staffifneeded.

For External Fire Near School:
L Evaluate the situation. Evacuate if students, occupants, or RISD buildings are in

danger.
2. If smoke is blowing towards the building and not a safety hazard, shelter-in-place and

keep students inside the classroom, tum offventilation systems, and wait for word
that it is safe to resume any outside activity.

If the Fire Alarm System Fails to Operate:
1 . Prepare a back-up method/signal to evacuate (PA syslem, megaphone, portable air

horn, whistle, etc.).
2. Employ the back-up method/signal and evacuate students and occupants per routine

procedures.
3. If there is an actual fire, call 911 and advise emergency personnel that the fire alarm

system failed to operate.
4. Assign a "Fire Watcher" and at least two additional staff members to act as ,,Fire

Watchers". "Fire Watchers" should be equipped with portable radios and looking for
fire, smoke, and other fire hazards and immediately report dangers to the principal.

5. Re-enter the building only after it is declared safe and the all-clear signal is given.
Report the system failure to the maintenance department for repair.
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HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AND OR

(Evacuation Response: In-House Shelter or Evacuation)

Hazardous material release, toxic substance or gas leak
l. Verifo information.
2. Clear/isolate the immediate area and alert principal. If life threatening call 9l I and

abide by any directions given by first responders.
3. Depending bn the information at hand, clear the immediate area or evacuate the entire

building, whichever is necessary. Avoid moving downwind.
4. If sheltering-in-place: shut down main electrical power to close ventilation sources,

tum offgas, close exterior doors and windows, & use portable radios to obtain
information

5. Convene crisis Team and set-up incident command center with Fire Department.
6. Post waming signs, notifl, maintenance department.
7. Debriefwith crisis team and staff if necessary.

SEVERE WEATHER - Tornado/t{aturat Disaster
(In-House Shelter or Evacuation Response)

AFTER BEING ALERTED BY THE WEATHER ALERT RADIO SYSTEM AND/OR THE
TELEPHONE RELAY SYSTEM, DO THE FOLLOWING:

l. call emergency services, call 911. Ask for advice to Shelter in place or Evacuate.
2. Administer first aid using the school nurses and trained stafL
3. convene campus crisis team, set-up incident command center with communications
4. Log all activities and decisions.
5. Prepare for emergency action in conjunction with police department, fire department,

and local officials.
6. Initiate retention or evacuation plan, depending on emergency.

r Noti& transportation in case of site evacuation or inclement weather.
. Teachers should take classroom roll and accompany class to designated

shelter area if tornado (Not Auditorium or Gymnasium)
o Once at the shelter area, everyone should sit facing the interior with knees,

and head down, hands covering face and head.
. Group should remain calm, stay together, and listen for instructions.
. Stay at shelter until instructed to move.
. Prepare special needs students and personnel.

7. Designated personnel should check restrooms and vacant classrooms.
8. Use campus radio systems and battery powered radio for weather information.
9. Keep faculty informed.
10. Prepare fact sheet.
I I . Assign staff to answer phone inquiries.
12. Debrief with crisis team and plan student and staff follow-up
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RECOVERY

The last step in our PREPAREDNESS plan is RECOVERY. Good
and bad comes from all emergencies as we learn how to prepare for
future events. The Berrendo shooting taught us that involved
individuals often maintain mental anguish for years after dealing
with traumatic events. If you or someone you know is affected by an
emergency situation, seek help immediately. Help is just a caII
away. Here are some simple steps to get you back on the road of
recovery.

1. Be Willing to Heal- The desire to feel better can be your best ally on the road to
recovery. Don't give in to the ego, which will try to tell you there's something
wrong with you: there's nothing wrong with you. The reactions you experience
because of trauma are only responses- they are not who you are.

2. Accept Support from Loved Ones- When healing from emotional trauma, it's
important to connect with others regularly and avoid isolating yourself. It takes a
village to raise a child, but it also takes a village to heal a person. Surrounding
yourself with those who support, love and respect you will be invaluable on your
path to healing.

3. Seek the Assistance of Trained Professionals-You may wish to attend
individual or group therapy, seek out expert opinions and receive the help of
someone trained in the field of emotional trauma, who you feel comfortable with
and trust. Treatments may focus on education, stress management techniques, the
release of body memories, and suppressed emotions that are causing physical and
psychological pain.

4. lncorporate Movement into Your Daity Routine- Yoga and other forms of
physical activity release endorphins, and make you feel safe and stable. It's vital to
ensure you regularly engage in physical activity to help create positive feelings
which have been tom down from emotional trauma.
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MAJOR DISASTER EMERGENCY NUMBERS

ln case of a major disaster medical emergency involving a number of persons such as in a bus
accident, building collapse/explosion, fire, gas/food poisoning or radiation fall-out situation,
tornado/wind storm, the following information is necessary.

l. Describe the situation (who, what, when, where and how)
2. Provide your location
3. Describe the seriousness ofthe emergency
4. Provide the number of people involved

In anv maior emergencv vou should DIAL 911

AMBULANCE SERVICE NON-EMERGENCY ........,,... .,..,624-8854

cHrLD PROTECTTVE SERVTCES . . . ....... (855) 333-7233

suPPoRT SERVICES COORDINATOR ................. .........627 -2528

EASTERN NM MEDICAL CENTER ,....,..,..622-8170

FIR"E DEPARTMENT .......,.. 624-6800

LOVELACE REGIONAL HOSPITAL ..........627-7OOO

POTSON CONTROL CENTER NM (800)222-1222

PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT ................. ...,,..,,.,,,.,.624-6050

RED CROSS .622-4370

RISD CAFETERIAAIUTRITION ............... 627-2608

RISD MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT ................. ...,.,.,..627.27 42

ROSWELL POLICE DEPARTMENT ................. .............624-677 0

SHERTFF .......624-6500

STATE POLICE . ..............622-7200

RrsDSAFESCHOOLSLrArSON....... .......(575)231-9194
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GBEA CODE OF ETHICS OF ROSWELL INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTR]CT

I.
ADOPTION OF STATE CODE OF ETHICS: LICENSED PERSONNEL

The Board ofEducation recognizes that the State Board ofEducation has set standards ofacceptable ethical behavior and
professional conduct in education that are applicable to all licensed school personnel, instructional personnel under contract,
including any otlerperson who provides instructional services in a school but who does not hold a standard license and whose
presence is authorized by the SBE through a waiver, substandard license, or an educational plan approved by the SBE. See
Code of Ethical Responsibilitv of the Education Profession, NMAC 6.60.9.1to 6.60.9.12.

The Board of Education further recognizes the need to adopt local standards of ethical behavior which, if violated may
constitute just cause for termination or discharge of licensed personnel.

As a result, the Board of Education hereby adopts the State Board's Code of Ethics, NMAC 6.60.9.9 and by such adoption,
makes the code of ethics therein applicable to all licensed personnel of the School District and compliance with those ethical
standards a contractual duty of all licensed persorurel of theDistrict.

PREAMBLE

We, professional educators of the Roswell Independent School District, affirm our belief in the worth and dignity of humanity.
We recognize the supreme importance of the pursuit of truth, tle encouragement of scholarship, and the promotion of
democratic citizenship. We regard as essential to these goals the protection of freedom to leam and to teach withihe guarantee
of equal educational oppornrnity for all. We affrm and accept our responsibility to practice our profession accordtg to the
highest ethical standards.

We acknowledge the magnitude of the profession we have chosen, and engage ourselves, individually and collectively, to
judge our colleagues and to be judged by them in accordance with the applicable provisions of this code.

PRINCIPLE I - Commitment to the Student

We measure success by the progress of each student toward achievement of hislher maximum potential. We therefore work
to stimulate the spirit of inquiry, the acquisition of knowledge and understanding, and the thoughtful formulation of worthy
goals. We recogrize the importance of cooperative relationships with other community institutions, especially the home.

In fulfilling our obligations to the student, we:

L Deal justly and considerately with eachstudent.
2. Encourage the student to study and express varying points of view and respect his,4rer right to form his/her own

judgment.

PRINCIPLE II - Commitment to the Communitv

We believe ttrat patriotism in is highest form requires dedication to the principles of our democratic heritage. We share with
all other citizens the responsibility for the development of sound public policy. As educators, we are particularly accountable
for participating in the development of educational programs and policies and for interpreting them to the public.

In fulfrlling our obligations to the community, we:

Share the responsibility for improving the educational opporturuties for all.
Recognize that each educational institution has a person authorized to interpret its official policies.
Acknowledge the right and responsibility of the public to participate in the forrnulation of educational policy.

t.
2.
3.



GBEA CODE OF ETHICS OF ROSWELL INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT(CONT'D)

4. Evaluate tbrough appropriate professional procedures conditions within a district or institution of leamiag, make

known serious deficiencies, and take any action deemed nec€ssary andproper.

5. Assume full political and citizenship responsibilities, but refrain from exploiting the institutional privileges of our

professional positions to promote political candidates or partisan activities.

6. Protect the educational program against undesirable infringement and promote academic freedom.

PRINCIPLE III - Commitment to the Profession

We believe that the quality of the services of ttre education profession directly influence the future of the nation and its

citizens. We, therefore, exert every effort to raise educational standards, to improve our service, to promote a climate in which

the exercise of professional judgment is encouraged, to demonstrate integrity in all work-related activities and interactions in

the school setting and to achieri conditions which attract person's worthy of the trust to careers in education. Aware of the

value of united eifort, we contribute actively to the support, planning, and programs of our professional organizations.

In fulfrlling our obligations to the profession, we:

1 . Recognize that a profession must accept responsibility for the conduct of its members and understand that our own

conduct may be regarded as representative of our profession.

2. Participate and conduct ourselves in a responsible manner in tle development and implementation of policies

affecting education.
3. Cooperate in the selective recruitment of prospective teachers and in the orientation of student teachers, interns,

and those colleagues new to theirpositions.
4. Accord just and equitable treatment to all members of the profession in the exercise of their professional rights and

responsibilities and support them when unjustly accused or mistreated.

5. Refrain from assigning professional duties to non-professional personnel when such assignmenl is not in the best

interest of the student.
6. Refrain from exerting undue influence based on the authority of our positions in the deterrnination of professional

decisions by colleagues.
7. Keep the trust under which confidential inforrnation isexchanged.

8. Make appropriate use of time granted for professionalpurposes.
g . tnterpret-and use tle writings of others and the findings of educational research with intellectual honesty.

I 0. Maintain our integrity when dissenting by basing our public criticism of education on valid assumptions as

established by careful evaluation offacts'
1 l. Respond accurately to requests for evaluations ofcolleagues seeking professional positions.

12. Provide applicantsseeking information about a position with an honest description of the assignment, the

conditions of work, and relatedmatters.

PRINCIPLE IV - Commitment to Professional Emplovment Practices

We regard the employment agreement as a solemn pledge to be executed both in spirit and in fact in a manner consistent with

the highest ideals ofprofessional service. Sound professional personnel relationships with governing boards are built upon

integrity, dignity, and mutual respect between employees, administrators, and local school boards'

In fulfilling our obligations to professional employrnent practices, we:

l. Apply for or offer a position on the basis ofprofessional and legal qualifications.

2. eppfy for a specific position only when it is known to be vacant, and refrain from such practices as underbidding

or commenting adversely about otler candidates.

Fill no vacancy except where the terms, conditions, and policies are known.

Adhere to, and respect, the conditions of a contract or to the terms of an appoiatment until either has been

terminated legally or by mutual consent.

Give prompt notice of any change in availability of service, in status of applications, or of change in position.

Conduct professional business through the recognized educational and professional channels.

4.

5.

6.



GBEA CODE OF ETHICS OF ROSWELL INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT (CONT'D)

II.
PENALTIES FOR FA]LURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS CODE

A. The Board of Education finds that adherence to this Code of Ethics has a significant bearing on a school employee,s
competence, turpitude or the proper performance of his or her duties. Further, the Code of Ethics is intended to provide
a valuable framework of personal ethics to assist employees in their interactions with colleagues, students and parents.

B. The failure to abide by the standards of ethical behavior set forth in the Code of Ethics may constitute just cause for
disciplinary action up to and including terrnination or discharge ofpersonnel subject to this code, by action ofthe local
school board in accordance with applicable statutory procedures.

C. The failure or refusal to abide by the standards of ethical behavior set forth in this code shall constitute insubordination
and shall be considered conduct deemed to be outside the normal scope ofduties ofschool personnel and, thus, shall
not be subject to the procedures for correction ofunsatisfactory work performance applicable to discharge oflicensed
personnel for unsatisfactory work performance, set forth in NMSA 1978 Section 22-lO-21 and 6 NMAC 4.5.1.

D. It shall be the duty of the school superintendent to provide written notification to the Director of the Licensure Unit of
the State Department of Education, after taking final action to discharge or terminate the employment of any licensed
or certified school employee, or any other person providing instructional services in a school who does not hold a
standard license but whose presence was aulhorized by the SBE through a waiver, substandard license, substitute license,
or an educational plan approved by the SBE, based in whole or part on a violation of this Code of Ethics or conduct, for
possible license suspension orrevocation.

GBEA REVII/OI



GBEB CODE OF CONDUCT OF THE ROS\\'ELL INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

I.
CODE OF CONDUCT: ALL PERSONNEL

The Board of Education adopts the following code of conduct for all employees establishing standards and expectations for
employee behavior which, if violated, may form a basis for discipline, up to and including termination or discharge.

This code higtrJights employn,ent responsibilities, and sets forth concrete behaviors appropriate for all school personnel. We

are committed to this code and understand that it provides minimally accepted standards of conduct for employees of the

District.

To satisft the oblieation. all school employees shall:

A. As to students:
(1) Serve as a constructive role model for students of the District in accordance with the State Board's Code of

Ethical Responsibility, this policy and localcommunity standards.
(2) In compliance with the Family Educational fughts and Privacy Act of 1974 (FERPA) (20 U.S.C. Section

12329,29 C.F.R. Part 99 Subparts A-E), the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) (20

U.S.C. $ l40l et seq.,34 C.F.R. Part 300), the Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities Code (43- 1-

19, NMSA 1978), the Inspection of Public Records Act (12-2-1A, NMSA 1978),the Public School Code

(22-1-8,NMSA 1978), and the Children's Code (32A-2-32,32A4-3, NMSA 1978),refrarn from disclosing
and withhold confidential student records or information about a student or hislher personal and family
life unless release of information is allowed, permitted by the student's parent(s)/legal guardian, or required

bylaw.
(3) Fratemize with or tutor students outside school or school-sponsored activities only in accordance with local

board policies, ifany, only after written pennission from the student's parent(s)/legal guardian, and only at

a place or time approved by the local school and/or the student's parent(s)/legal guardian.
(4) Report any instance to the administration in which the employee reasonably suspects that another employee,

student or person has engaged inappropriate contact with any student at school or during any school-

sponsored activity.
(5) Abide by the prohibitions of NMSA 1978 Section 30-9-10 which imposes felony sanctions for a school

employee to have sexual relations with a student under 18 years ofage.
(6) Become familiar with and abide by the School Board's policies related to inappropriate contact with a

student or sexual harassment of students by employees or students by students.
(7) Report to the administration any instance in which the employee reasonably suspects that a student has

been subjected to sexual harassment at school or during school-sponsoredactivity.

The emplovee shall avoid or refrain from:

(9) Using their position as a school employee to exploit or unduly influence a student into engaging in an illegal
ac! immoral act, or any other behavior that would subject a school employee or student to discipline for
misconduct whether or not the student actually engages in thebehavior.

(10) Discriminating, or pemrit students within the employee's control, supervision or responsibility to
discriminate against any other student, on the basis of race, color, national origin, ethnicity, sex, disability,
religion, or serious medicalcondition.

(11) Giving a gift to any one student uoless all students situated similarly receive or are offered gifu of equal
value for the same reason.

(12) Lending a student money except in clear and occasional circumstances, such as instances in which a student
may go without food or beverage or be unable to participate in a school activity without such financial
assistance, and shall report all such instances and the reason therefore to the employee's supervisor as soon
as practicable after the instance.

(13) Having inappropriate contact with any student, whether or not on school property, which includes, but is
not limited to:

a. All forms of sexual touching, sexual relations or romanticrelations;
b.lnappropriate touching including but not limited to anyphysical touching, embracing, petting,
hand-holding, or kissing that is unwelcome by the student or is otherwise inappropriate given the
age, sex and maturity or tle student;
c. Any open displays of affection toward mostly boys or mostlygirls;
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d.Offering or giving a ride to a student unless absolutely unavoidable, such as instances in which a

student has missed his/her usual transportation and is unable to make reasonable substitute
arrangements, and shall report all such instances and the reason therefore to the employee's
supervisor as soon as is practicable after theinstance.

( 1 4) Interfering with a student's right or access to a public education by sexually harassing a student or permitting
students within the control, supervision or responsibility of the employee to sexually harass any other
student, which includes:

a.Avoid making any sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, repeated sexual references, and avoid
any name-calling by means ofsexual references or references directed at gender-specific students;
avoid any other verbal or physical conduct of a physical nature with a student even where tle
employee believes the student consents or the student actually initiates the activity, and any display
or distribution of sexually-oriented materials, or information where students can see them;

b.Avoid creating an intimidating, hostile or offensive school environment by, at a minimum, not
engaging in any ofthe prohibited behaviors set forth in subparagraphs (8) or 9(a)above.

(14) Engaging in unauthorized or inappropriate discipline of a student or corporal punishment in excess of, or
contrary to, local school board policy, and in exercise of disciplinary action towards students, the employee
shall:

a, Control anger, de-escalate conllicts and confrontations, and avoid losing his or her temper, and

refrain from any form of excessive physical discipline or physical or verbal abuse of students.
Physical intervention shall be used only to restrain student's actively engaged in or threatening
physical violence or harm toward himself, other staff members or students. lnstances of such
physical restraint shall be reported to the administration as soon aspracticable;

b. Refrain from using derogatory terms, offensive names or nicknames, or vulgar or profane language
directed to, in the vicinity of, or when refemng to students. School personnel shall further avoid
name-calling, racial epithets or racially insensitive terms, crude anatomical references, racial,
ethnic or sexual jokes or slurs, or offensive or pejorative verbal or non-verbal communication,
signs or other physical gestures, which are likely to elicit a negative response. It shall be the duty
of the employee to assure that particular forms of communication as specified herein are

appropriate for use in a school setting or ir the context in which he or she proposes to use them;
c. Avoid being provoked into a response barred by this policy, by student conduct or communication.

(15) Engaging in violent or threatening behavior toward students, regardless of provocation, except when
required for the immediate defense from serious physical harm of the employee, another student, and staff
member or authorized person on campus.

B. IN GENERAL. the emploveeshall:

(l ) Comply with all school board policies and administrative regulations, and if applicable, approved collective
bargaining agreements, setling forth specific employee behavior or conduct standards.

(2) Become familiar u,ith and abide by the School Board's policies related to sexual harassment of employees.
(3) Report to the administration any instance in which the employee reasonably suspects that a school

employee, school visitor, or other person present at school or a school-sponsored activity has been subjected
to sexual harassment.

(4) Use educational facilities and property only for proper purposes related to legitimate School District
business or purposes for which they are intended consistent with applicable policy, law and regulation.

(5) Respond in a constructive and professional manner to laudll directives, instructions or requests from
supervisors or administrators.
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The emplovee shall avoid or refrain from:

(6) Making false or misleading statements or failing to disclose a material fact ir any application for
employrnent or licensure.

(7) Orally or in writing misrepresenting his or her qualifications for an employment position or promotion.
(8) Assisting persons in obtaining educational employrnent whom he or she knows to be unqualified in respect

to tleir character, education, or employment history.
(9) Making a false or misleading statement concerning the qualifications of anyone in or desiring employment

within the School District.
(10) Perrnitting or assisting unqualified or unauthorized persons to engage in employment within the School

District.
(1 1) Disclosing personal, medical, or other confidential information about other employees to anyone unless

disclosure is required or authorized bylaw.
(12) Kaowingly making false or derogatory personal comments about an employee, although First Amendment-

protected comments on or offcampus are notprohibited.
(13) Accepting any gratuity, gift,meal, discount, entertainment, hospitality, loan, forbearance, favor, or other

item having monetary value whose market value exceeds $100.00, excluding approved educational or
employment-related awards, honoraria, plaques, trophies, andprizes.

(14) Conduct conaected with the performance of official duties that is improper, illegal or gives the appearance

of being improper orillegal.
( I 5) Sexually harassing any school employee, any school visitor or anyone else whom he or she might encounter

in the course of official duties, whichincludes:
a. Avoid making any sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, repeated sexual references, and

avoid any name-calling by means of sexual references or references directed at gender-specific

individuals; avoid any other verbal or physical conduct ofa physical nature with any ofthe above-

named individuals even where the employee believes they consent or they actually initiate the

activity, and any display or distribution of sexually-oriented materials or information where the

above-named individuals can see them;
b.Avoid creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive work/school environment by at a minimum

not engaging in any ofthe prohibited behaviors set forth at subparagraph I l(a) above.
(16) Engaging in inappropriate displays of affection, even with consenting adults, while on school properfy,

during school-sponsored activities or school events offcampus.
(17) Using public school property to conduct personal business or personal affairs without permission of a

supervisor.
(18) Discriminating against any school employee, or any otler person with whom we have any dealings or

contact in the course of our official duties, on the basis of race, color, national origin, ethnicity, sex,

disability, religion, or serious medical condition.
(19) Engaging in any outside employment:

a. The performance of which conflicts with school employment duties or obligations tostudents;

b. That uses confidential or privileged information obtained from public school employment as part

or all of private employrnentduties;
c. That impairs the physical ability to perform school employment duties.
d. Where the employee is using his/her access to students, student information, and/or school-based

information as basis for selling services, gaining clients, obtaining consultfurg opportunities or
in any way obtaining unjustified personal gain.

e. That charges fees for services that the student is otherwise already entitled to receive from the

school district without such additional costs.
(20) With the intent to conceal or confuse a fact, changing or altering any writing or encouraging anyone else to

change or alter any document:
a. In connection with official schoolduties;
f. In connection with another person's official schoolduties;
g.In connection with any standardized or non-standardizedtesting;
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E.

h.In connection with any school application or disclosureprocess;
i. In corurection with any writing submitted to the Department of Education related to initial or
continued licensure, inclgding endorsements.

(2 1) With the intent to deceive, engaging in any conduct or making any statement:
a. That would breach the security ofany standardized or non-standardizedtests;
b. That would ignore portions of or tle entirety of any standardized, or non-standardized testing

instructions;
c. That would assist students in obtaining services or benefits for which they do not qualifu or are

not entitled.
(22) When on school property or off campus while representing the school or attending a school function,

engaging in violent, abusive, indecent, profane, boisterous, disruptive, unreasonably loud or otherwise
disorderly conduct which tends to disturb the peace or interfere with or obstruct the lawful mission,
processes, procedures or functions of the schools or the SchoolDistrict.

(23) Engaging in violent or threatening behavior toward co-workers, supervisors, parents, members ofthe school
community or members of the public, or others with whom the employee has contact in connection with
his or herjobduties.

(24) Engaging in any behavior prohibited by the state's criminal code of conduct, which may result in criminal
penalties, civil frnes or similarsanctions.

II.
PENALTIES FOR FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS CODE

The Board of Education finds that adherence to this Code of Conducl has a significant bearing on a school employee's
compet€nce, turpitude or the proper performance of his or her duties. Further, the Code of Conduct is intended to
provide a valuable framework of personal conduct to assist employees in their interactions with colleagues, students
and parents. The Code of Conduct establishes minimal standards of accepted conduct with which all employees are
expected and required to comply.

The failure to abide by the standards of conduct set forth in the Code of Conduct may constitute just cause for
disciplinary action up to and includrng termination or discharge of personnel subject to this code, by action of the
local school board in accordance with applicable statutory procedures.

The failure or refusal to abide by the standards of conduct set forth in this code shall constitute insubordination and
shall be considered conduct deemed to be outside the normal scope ofduties ofschool personnel and, thus, shall not
be subject to the procedures for correction ofunsatisfactory work performance applicable to discharge oflicensed
personnel for unsatisfactory work performance, set forth in NMSA 1978 Section 22-10-21 and 6 NMAC 4.5.1.

It shall be the duty of the school superintendent to provide written notification to the Director of the Licensure Unit
of the State Department of Education, after taking final action to discharge or terminate the employment of any
licensed or certified school employee, or any other person providing instructional services in a school who does not
hold a standard license but whose pres€nce was authorized by the SBE through a waiver, substandard license,
substitute license, or an educational plan approved by the SBE, based in whole or part on a violation of this Code
of Conduct, for possible license suspension orrevocation.

F.

G.

H.
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I-6400 @ IJNDB ACCEPTABLE TECHNOLOGY USE

Computer and network access, including Internet access, is available to students and staff of the RISD. Please read this
document carefully.

Our goal in offering these services to our school cornmunity is to promote educational excellence in schools by providing
resoluce sharing, innovation, and communication.

Technology offers the potential ofaccess to such services as:
. Computer-based tools and applications;
e Instructionalresourcesandmaterials;
o Networked references, research sources, andlibrary catalogs;

o Electronic mail services;
c Global information and uews;
o Correspondencewithotherinstitutions;
o Online publishing and information sharing;

With access to computers and people all over the world also come s the availability of material that may not be considered to
be of educational value in the context of the school setting. However, on a global network it is impossible to control access

to all materials, and an industrious user may discover controversial information. The RISD firmly believes that the valuable
information and interaction available on this worldwide network far out'rveigh the possibility that users may procure mateial
inconsistent with ttre educational goals of the District. The smooth operation of the nefwork relies upon the proper conduct
of the end users that must strictly adhere to the following guidelines and conditions of use. These guidelines are provided
here so that you are aware ofthe responsibilities you are about to acquire. In general, this requires efficient, ethical and legal
utilization of the computer and network resources.

This Acceptable Use Policy is binding on all users of the RISD School Net site as a matter of Law, whether this agreement is
signed or not.

Signing this agreement will help each school deterrnine whether students, parents, and staff are familiar with the
responsibilities of using technology and help each school grant technology privileges consistent with each individual's
understanding of these responsibilities.

The guidelines and conditions outlined in this policy in no way limit the school districts prerogative to manage its technology
system in a manner that is not arbitrary and capricious and is consistent with exiting law in order to adequately supervise,
protect, and if necessary, discipline its students and staff.

The RISD reseryes the right to revise this policy at any time, and all revisions will take effect immediately, upon approval by
the RISD administrators.

Acceptable Use Policv
Computer and Network/Internet Guidelines and Conditions of Use

Accepuble Use -The purpose of educational technology in the RISD is to support its educational goals. Your use of
technology must be consistent with the educational objectives of the RISD. Use of computer systems and networks imposes
certain responsibilities and obligations on users and is subject to RISD policies and local, state, and federal laws. Acceptable
use always is ethical, reflects honesty, and shows courtesy in the consumption of shared resources. It demonstrates respect
for intellectual property, ownership of information and system security mechanisms.
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Privileges/Consequences -The use of teclmoloey is a orivilese. not a risht. and inapprooriate use mav result in restriction of
privileees and other disciplinarv action. Listed below are examples of user activities that the RISD deems inappropriate and

in violation of this policy. The RISD reserves the right to expand this list as necessary. The RISD retains the right to deny,

revoke, or suspend specific user privileges or restrict access to technology resources, require payment for any damage, and

bring criminal charges if deemed necessary. Any material used, generated or stored by any user is subject to review. The

Information Systems Department has been given the responsibility of monitoring all network activities. The RISD reseryes

the right to examine, restrict, or remove any material (hard drive, floppy, ZIP Dive, Pen/Flash Drive, CD, etc.) that is on or

passes through its technology systems. Access to electronic information related to any student or staff member will be

governed by the same policies that would apply to that information if it were not in electronic form. Parents, or legal

guardians, may request to see the content of any material created or accessed by their child/children, if technicallypossible.

Examples of user activities that violate this policy:
. Using the computer or network to violate any local, state or federal law.

Commercial advertising or unethicaUillegalsolicitation'
Accessing a file or web site that contains pomographic or obscene pictures, videos, stories, or other material;
making copies of such material, or distributing or exposing others to such material.

Using coplnighted material withoutpermission.

Sending or receiving messages that are obscene, profane, racist, sexist, inflammatory, threatening, slanderous,

or have language soliciting sexual conduct or interaction towardothers.

Creating and or placing a computer virus on the network or anyworkstation.

Sending messages or information with someone else's name on it or misrepresenting the source of information
you enter or send.

Harassing others

Requesting or distributing addresses, home phone numbers, or other personal information, which could then

be used to make inappropriate calls orcontacts.

The sharing of personal information commonly regarded as confidential in regard to students and staff.

Sending chain letters or engaging in "spamming" (sending an aonoying or unnecessary message to large

numbers ofpeople).

Purchashg something, which obligates the RISD to anotherpar[2.

Revealing home addresses, e-mail addresses, or phone numbers of other students orcolleagues.

Sharing passwords. The onty person to ever use a password is the person to whom itbelongs.

Attempting to access andior alter information in restricted areas of any network or in any way violate the

confidentiality rights of other users on anynetwork.
Any messages, files, Web sites, or user activities that contain materials that are in violation of this policy.

Any messages, files, Web sites or user activities that solicit personal information about you or someone else, or
request a personal contact with you or another user. (Asks for your address, phone number, credit card number,

Social Security number, or to meet you.)

Attempts by any user to abuse or damage the system or violate the security of tle network and itsresources.

Any illegal activity or violation of schoolpolicy.

Political Lobbying
Video Gaming (gambling, etc.)

Fund Raisers

Chat Rooms

Instant Messaging Sites

Streaming Audio (listening to the radio over the network)

Streaming Video (watching movies, etc' over the netu'ork)

a

a

a

a

a

a

o

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a
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. Do not allow ANY non RISD employee to "work on", "fix", use or download unauthorized programs or
features on School District computers (Deskfop orLaptop)

. Using RISD computer equipmenl for business use (personal orcommercial)

. Failing to report any of these violations to either the Director for Information Systems or your building
technologyperson.

The listing of the above user activities that violate this policy is for illustration only and is not intended to be exhaustive
or all inclusive.

Securig - Security on any computer system is a high priority, especially when the system involves many users. If you feel

you have identihed a security problem on the network, you must notiff Director for Information Systems Office or building
Technology Resource person. Do not demonsffate the problem to other users. Att€mpts to log on to any network as a system

administrator will result in penalties up to expulsion or termination of emplo).rnent. Attempts to compromise the security,

integrity, the functionality of any RISD technology system, or possession of tools, which are designed to so, while on school

properfy, is a violation of this policy. This includes, but is not limited to, the uploading or creation of computer viruses,

deletion or alteration of other user files or applications removing protection from restricted areas, or the unauthorized blocking

of access to information, applications, or areas of the network. Any user identified as a security risk or having a history of
problems with other computer syst€ms may be subject to severe restriction or cancellation of privileges. It is a violation of
this policy to introduce or attach any software or hardware, including encryption software and/or devices, to technology used

in the RISD, which is not owned by the RISD or specifically authorized by the Director for Information System's Office or

building Technology Resource person. No modification to any hardware or software owned or managed by RISD may be

made without specific authorization by the Director for Information Systems. The RISD reserves the right to examine, restrict,

or remove any mateial that is on or passes through its technology systems. Access to electronic information related to any

student or staff member will be governed by the same policies that would apply to that information if it were not in electronic

forrn.

Network Etiquette -The user is expected to abide by the generally accepted rules of network etiquette. Users are expected to

be polite and use appropriate language. Swearing and vulgar language are considered inappropriate and are a violation ofthis
agreement. Users need to be certain that they do not reveal home addresses, e-mail address€s, or phone numbers of other

students or colleagues. Note that electronic mail (e-mail) is not guaranteed to be private. The RISD scans all email for
viruses, ad-ware, spy-ware, spam and content.

Messages relating to, or in support of, illegal activities may be repofled to the authorities. Please remember that

communications and information belong to other people, and should be treated as private property. Please report computers

that seem to have a problem, or that are displaying an error message, to the building Information Systems Tech.

Web Publishing Guidelines: Employees and students, under the direction of a teacher, may publish materials on the Intemet
that support RISD educational goals and are relevant to school-related activities. In publishing infonnation on the Internet,
users must adhere to all previously stated conditions and guidelines as well as the following:

An lnternet web page may include pictures of students or items of studenl work, identified by fust name only, if the
parent/guardian has indicated his or her permission.

No web page will be linked to the student's personal web address on another server.

Copyright law and District policy do not allow the re-publishing of text or graphics found on the Internet, on District web
sites or file servers without explicit written permission.

The failure of a site to display a copyright notice may not be interpreted as pemrission to copy the materials. The creator/owner
of a web site that improperly or illegally presents copyrighted material may not grant permission for the use of that material.
Only the copyright owner may provide the permission.
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Downloading, printing or uploading of files to laptop or school computers, a floppy disk, or a seryer at school must be

approved by a teacher and must be related to school work.

Warranty -The RISD makes no warranties of any kind, whether expressed or implied, for the service it is providing. The

RISD will not be responsible for any damages you suffer. This includes loss of data resulting from delays, non-deliveries,
misdirected deliveries, or service intemrptions caused by its own negligence or your errors or omissions. Use of any
information obtained via the Internet is at your own risk. The RISD specifically denies any responsibility for the accuracy or
quality of information obtained through itsservices.

I have read and understand, and will abide by the above Acceptable Use Policy. I further understand that violation of the

regulations above is unethical and may constitute a criminal offense. Should I commit a violation, my access privileges may
be revoked and I may be subject to other disciplinary actions prescribed by law or other school policies.

I-6400 O IJNDB ADDED 6/06
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The policy of the Board of Education forbids discrimination against any employee or applicant for employment on

the basis of sex. The Board will not tolerate sexual harassment by any of its employees, by non-employee

volunteers, or by any other persons who work subject to the control of district authorities, whether in the

worlcplace or in other work-related settings.

A. Definitions:

1. Conduct ofa SexualNature

Conduct of a sexual nature may include, but is not limited to, verbal or physical sexual advances,

including subtle pressure for sexual activity; touching, pinching, patting, or brushing against;

comments regarding physical or personality characteristics of a sexual nature; sexually oriented

"kidding", "t ^log'! 
double-entendres, and jokes, and any harassing conduct to which an employee

would not be subjected but for such employee's sex.

2. Unwelcome Conduct of a Sexual Nature

(a) Verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature may constitute sexual harassment when the

allegedly harassed employee has indicated, by his or her conduct, that it is unwelcome'

(b) An i*ploy"" who hai initially welcomed such conduct by active participation must give

specific ooti"" to the alleged harasser that such conduct is no longer welcome in order for

any such subsequent conduct to be deemedunwelcome.

B. Sexual Harassment Prohibited

l. For the purpose ofthis policy, unwelcome sexual advances or requests for sexual favors, and other

unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature constitute prohibited sexual harassment if:

(l) submission to the conduct is made either an explicit or implicit condition of

emPloYment;
(2) submiision to or rejection of the conduct is used as a basis for an employment

decision affecttlrg the harassed employee; or

(3) the conduct substantially interferes with an employee's work perfonnance, or creates

an intimidating, hostile, or offensive workenvironment'

2. SpecificProhibitions;

(a) Administrators and Supervisors

(1) It is sexual harassment for amanager or supervisor to use his or her authority to

solicit sexual favors or attention from subordinates when the subordinate's failure to

submit will resulr in adverse treatment, or when the subordinate's acquiescence will

result in preferential teatment.
(2) Supervisors who either engage in sexual harassment or tolerate such conduct by

other employees shall be subject to sanctions, as described in subsectionD'

(b) Non-managerial and Non-Supervisory Employees

(1) It is sexual harassment for a non-administrative and non-supervisory employee to

subject another such employee to any unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature.

Emlloyees who engage in such conduct shall be subject to sanctions as described

subsection D.
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Non-Harassing Conduct: Courteous, mutually respectful, non-coercive interaction between employee,
including men and women, that is welcomed by both parties is not prohibited by this policy.

Reporting, Investigation, and Sanctions:

l. It is the express policy of the Board to encourage victims of sexual harassment to report such claims.
This may be done through the employee grievance resolution procedure or by reporting such matters
to the Principal, the Superintendent, or the President of theBoard.

(a) Employees who feel that their superiors are conditioning promotions, increases in wages,
continuation of employment, or other terms or conditions of employment upon agreement
to unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature, should report these conditions to the appropriate
administrator. If the employee's direct manager or supervisor is the offending person, the
report shall be made to the next higher level of authority.

(b) Employees should also report any unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature by superiors or
fellow employees if such conduct interferes with the individual's work performance, or
creales a hostile or offensive workingenvironment.

(c) Confidentiality will be maintained to the extent possible, consistent with the need to
conduct an investigation and take remedial actions, and no reprisals or retaliation will be
allowed to occur as a result ofthe good-faith reporting ofcharges ofsexual harassment.

2. In determining whether alleged conduct constitutes sexual harassment, the totality of the
circumstances, lhe nature of the conduct, and the context in which the alleged conduct occurred will
be investigated. The Superintendent or the Board has the responsibility of investigating and resolving
complaints of sexual harassment.

3. Any ernployee found to have engaged in sexual harassment shall be subject to sanctions, including,
but not limited to, warning or reprimand, suspension, or termination, subject to applicable procedural
requirements.

C.

D.

A-O3OO ACA REV 10/01
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INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT OF POLICY

The effective education ofour students requires a school enyironment in which students feel safe and secure. Sexual

harassment of students, whether by employees or by other students, impairs the proper atrnosphere for education,

and often creates an inequitable climate for learning.

Sexual harassment, whether verbal or by other conduct, can create stress and distraction, and upsetting feeliags of
fear, inferiority, or anger, which are detrimental to the education of young people. Toleration of sexual harassment

also sends the wrong message regarding appropriate social conduct. Sexual harassment is inappropriate behavior in

school because it is inappropriate behavior insociefy.

It is also illegal. Title X of the federal Education Amendments of 1972 provides that schools must provide an

educational program tlat offers equal educational benefits for boys and girls. Decisions ofthe United States Supreme

Court and the United States Departrnent of Education make clear that sexual harassment of student by employees or

by other students may violate the law.

The Board of Education therefore forbids harassment of any sfudent on the basis of sex. The Board will not tolerate

sexual-harassment of students by employees or by other students.

The intend of this policy regarding conduct between employees and students is clear and straightforward: No

employee ofthe school district may engage in any conduct ofa sexual nature with any student, regardless ofthe
student's age, ability to consent, or actual consent.

The intent of this policy regarding conduct among students requires some further discussion. Much of the conduct

described in the detailed specification of the policy - including sexually-oriented name-calling, graffrti, teasing, etc.

- clearly has no place in school, and would not be welcomed by anyone. Requests for dates or other age- appropriate

expressions ofinterest or affection, however, are not characteristically inappropriate, and can even contribute to ttre

socialization process that is a large part of education. Accordingly, requests for dates and other age-appropriate

expressions of interest between students is not sexual harassment unless the student to whom such requests or

expressions are directed has indicated that they are unwelcome. When a student has made reasonably clear that he

or she does not welcome the requests or attention by the other student, it is sexual harassment for the other student

to continue to make such requests or give such attention. In other words, you do have to take "No" for an answer.

DETAILED SPECIFICATIO NOF POLICY

Between an employee and a student, sexual harassment in any conduct ofa sexual nature. Between students,

sexual harassment is unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature. Specific defrnitions follow:

A. Definitions and standards of Conduct

1. Conduct of a SexualNature

'"","'fft 
i,r:,F;#j:i{:*{i1l*##*ft:,:::'.'ffi ffi :;:nfr .ms,udens;

o repeated or persistent requests for dates, meetings, and other social interactions;
. initiating or repeating rumors, gossip or speculation or creating or circulating written material

about a sfudent's sexuality, sexual activity, sexual preference or orientation, or gender identity.

dating, engaging in a romantic or sexual interaction or relationship of any sexual activity with a
student;

sexually-oriented touching, pinching, patting, staring, pulling at or attemptiag to look under
clothing, or intentionally brushing against another;
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ff fl [TtrH:;""[:'X"ji?fi ]li 
jl*l'ljlr?ff ffi::""#*orname-ca,,ing

of a sexual nature to or about a student regarding alleged physical or personal characteristics,
appearauce, clothing, sexual preference or orientation, or gender identity;

c sexually-oriented kidding, teasing, "double-entendres", andjokes;
. use of sexually-oriented or nonverbal signs, sounds , facial expressions or gestures to convey

sexual messages;

: ffi"ffif,'ffi1:|i,:11TH1}'::,H:li:]ffiI""#Tlause ororregarding rhe srudent,s sex,
sexual orientation, or gender identity.

2. Standard of Conduct for Employees No employee may engage in conduct of a sexual nature with a student
at any time or under any circumstances, regardless of whether such conduct takes place on school property
or in connection with any school-sponsoredactivify.

3. Shndard of Conduct for Students: Unwelcome Conduct of a SexualNature

a. Verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature by one student of another may constitute sexual
harassmenl when the allegedly harassed student has indicated, by his or her conduct, that the
conduct is unwelcome, or when the conduct, by its nature, is clearly unwelcome or inappropriate.

b. A student who has initially welcomed conduct of a sexual nature by active participation must give
specific notice to the alleged harasser that such conduct is no longer welcome in order for any
such subsequent conduct to be deemed unwelcome.

B Reporting. Investigation. and Sanctions

1. Reportine: It is the express policy of the Board to encourage students u,ho feel they have been
sexually harassed by a school employee or by another student or students to report such claims.

a. Reporting of Sexual Harassment by a School Employee:

. Any student who believes he or she has been subjected to any conduct ofa sexual nature by a
school employee may tell a counselor orprincipal.

. If a student who believes he or she has been sexually harassed by a school employee feels
uncertain about who to tell, or feels uncomfortable telling any counselor, or principal, the

student should tell his or her parent(s) about {he problem, and ask for the parent(s) help in
reporting the sexual harassment to appropriate schoolpersonnel.

e lf a student believes he or she has been sexually harassed by a counselor or a principal, or by
any other administrator the student should seek the assistance of his or her parent(s) in reporting
such harassment to the superintendent or to a member of theBoard.

b. Reporting of Sexual Harassment by a Student or Students:

. Any student who believes he or she has been sexually harassed by another student or other

students, may report tell a teacher, counselor, or principal or assistant principal.

. If a student who believes he or she has been sexually harassed by another student or students,

and who feels uncertain about who to tell, or feels uncomfortable telling any counselor, or
principal, the student should tell his or her parent(s) about the problem, and ask for the parent(s)

help in reporting the sexual harassment to appropriate school personnel.
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c. Reporting by Employees Mandatory: A:ry employee who receives or observes any evidence or
information of sexual harassment, or who in any manner is made aware of sexual harassment of a

student, whether the report or information is given by a student, a third parry or another employee, or
who himself or herself observes or leams of instances of sexual harassment must notiff his or her

immediate supervisor or the Superintendent, regardless of whether the employee considers the matter
credible or significant. Failure to report sexual harassment may result in sanctions, including, but not

limited to, warning to reprimand, suspension, or termination, subject to any applicable procedural
requirements.

2. Investisation: A]l reports of sexual harassment of students will be appropriately and promptly investigated
by the Superintendent or his or her designee. In determining whether alleged conduct constitutes sexual

harassment, the totality of the circumstances, the nature of the conduct, and the context in which the alleged

conduct occurred will be investigated.

3. Sanctions:

a. Employees: Aay employee found to have engaged in conduct of a sexual nature with a student shall

be subject to sanctions, including, but not limited to, warning or reprimand, suspension,
or termination, subject to any applicable procedural requirements.

b. Students: Any student found to have engaged in sexual harassment ofa student shall be subject
to discipline, including, but not limited to, suspension or expulsion, subject to any applicable
procedural requirements.

ACA REV 12105



GBEB R-EPORTING VIOLATIONS OF LAW

It is the express policy of the Roswell Board of Education:
r To observe and abide by all federal and state laws to which both aresubject;

e That all employees shall observe and abide by all federal and state laws in the discharge of their duties; and

r That apparent violations of law in the District's operations shall be investigated and corrected when found to exist.

In keeping with the foregoing, employees are responsible for reporting apparent violations of law of which they have

knowledge for investigation when such violations are committed in the discharge of duties on behalf of the District according

to the following:

A. REPORTING APPARENT VIOLATIONS OFLAW
l. Any employee who obtains knowledge of facts that reasonably lead such employee to a good faith belief that any

other employee or ofiicial of the District is violating any state or federal law in the discharge of his or her duties,

shall, within ten (10) working days of learning such facts, report such facts in writing to the Superintendent or

designee.
2. In the event that the employee reasonably believes the Superintendent is committing the apparent violation, or that

the Superintendent is aware of and complicit in the apparent violation, the employee's written report shall be

submitted to the President of the Board ofEducation.
3. The confidentiality of reports submitted pursuant to this section shall be maintained, subject to the requirements of

investigation.

B. INVESTIGATION OFREPORTS
1. Reports submitted by employees pursuant to Section A above shall be promptly investigated by the

Superintendent, or his or her designee, or, in cases in which such reports are submitted to the President of the

Board, by the Board or its designee.

2. In any investigation conducted under this article, the Superintendent or Board may engage tle assistance of
District legal counsel or other outside investigators to assist in or conduct such investigations.

3 . Investigations of reports submitted by employees pursuant to Section A above shall be conducted as confidentially
as possible, consistent with an effective investigation. The confidentiality of such investigatory files shall be

maintained.
4. A separate investigatory file shall be maintained for each investigation of reports submitted pursuant to Section A

above and interim memoranda, investigatory not€s, and documents pertinent to the investigation shall be kept in

such file.

C. DISPOSITION OF REPORT
l. Within twenty (20) working days of receiving a written report submitted under Section A above, the

Superintendent or Board shall issue a written disposition stating the results or status of the investigation of the

reported violation. The written disposition shall be kept in the investigatory file together with the materials

previously filed.
2. A copy of a written disposition shall be provided to the employee who submitted the initiating report.

D. NONRETALIATION
1. No employee who has in good faith submitted a report of an apparent violation pursuant to Section A above shall

be subject to retaliation of any kind by another employee or administrator of the District.
2. Any employee who believes he or she is being subjected to retaliation in violation of the terms of this article

should make such retaliation the subject of a grievance under tl-re Negotiated Agreement grievanceprocedure.

3 . Anyone who subjects another employee to retaliatory conduct as described in D. I of this section shall be subject

to discipline.
4. Anyone who is found to have submitted a report of an apparent violation of law pursuant to this article in bad

faith shall be subject to discipline.

GBEB ADDED 9/03



ADB/ADC TOBACCO-FREESCHOOLSPOLICY

A statement within the Goals and Objectives of Education policy of the Roswell Independent School District
directs that we "...assist every student in acquiring good health habits and understanding of the conditions
necessary for desirable health environment and maintenance of mental, physical, and emotional well-being."

To carry out this policy, to serye as role models for students, to promote further the health of all students and staff,
and to promote cleanliness of all facilities, effective July I , 1990, employee smoking and use of tobacco products
shall be prohibited on school property. This shall include school buildings, grounds, and school owned vehicles.
This ban extends to all buildings in which employees attend school-sponsored events and meetings after regular
school hours.

Employees working directly with students at athletic events and other such activities are prohibited from using
tobacco products. A violation of this policy by any employee of the District will be considered insubordination
and subject the employee to disciplinary action, pursuant to existing policies of the District.

Employees are encouraged to participate in smoking cessation programs that are available in the community.

The general public and employees are asked to honor the tobacco-free policy as spectators at outdoor extra-
curricular events.

ADB/ADC ADDED 10/91



GBEC DRUG-FREE SCHOOLSAND CA}{PUSES AND DRUC-FREE WORI(PLACE

The purpose of this policy is to insure a drug-free environment for all employees, to establish a drug awareness

program for all school district personnel, and to provide assurances to state and federal government agencies that

the school district is complying with the requirements of the Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1988 and the Drug- Free

Schools and Communities Act of 1986, as amended in 1989, and all regulations promulgated thereunder.

2.

The Roswell Independent School District prohibits the employees of the district from unlawfully
manufacfuring, distributing, dispensing, possessing, or being under the influence of a controlled substance

in the workplace. Employees are, also, prohibited from consuming or being under the inlluence of alcohol
in the workplace. Violation of this prohibition may result in imposing of appropriate personnel action
against the employee up to and including termination of employment; andlor requiring the employee to
participate satisfactorily in a drug abuse assistance, counseling or rehabilitation program approved for such
purposes by a federal, state, local health, law enforcement, and/or other appropriate agency, and/or

including referral to law enforcement.

"Controlled substance" shall mean any narcotic drug, hallucinogenic drug, amphetamine, barbiturate, or
any other controlled substance, as defined in the schedules I through V of Section 202 of the Controlled
Substances Act (21USC 812) and as further defined by regulation 21 CFR 1300.11 through 1300.15.3.

"Workplace" is defrned as the site for the performance of work done in connection with employment, and

shall include any place where work of the school district is performed, including a school building or other
premises, any school owned vehicle or any other approved vehicle used to transport students to and from
school or school activilies, and off school property during any school sponsored or school approved

activity, €vent or function where students are under the supervision of the school district.

Any employee who is convicted of a violation of a criminal drug statute shall, within five (5) days of the

date of such conviction, notify his/her immediate supen isor in urriting of such conviction. Once notified,
the supervisor shall immediately notifu the superintendent, in writing, of said conviction. The Roswell
Independent School District, upon receiving written notice, may within thirty (30) days impose appropriate
personnel action against the employee up to and including termination of employment; and/or require the

employee to participate satisfactorily in a drug abuse assistance, counseling or rehabilitation program
approved for such pu{poses by a federal, state, local health, law enforcement, or other appropriate agency.

Events That Will Initiate A Drug And AlcoholScreen
a. A work related accident
b. If an employee's actions result in the injury of another employee, the employee causing the injury may

be tested

c. When a supervisor has reasonable suspicion to believe an employee is under the influence of a

controlled substance or alcohol, or such are in the employee's possession, the employee shall

immediately submit to a drugscreening.
A. Reasonable suspicion exists when a supervisor observes specific indicators that in their

experience and training tend to indicate that an employee may be under the influence of
alcohol or a controlled substance. Acceptable indicators include but are not limited to:

. odor ofalcohol on thebreath

. slurred or incoherent speech

. staggering walk or other loss of physical coordination
r bloodshot eyes

The supervisor must notify the Assistant Superintendent of Human Resources or his/her
designee, as soon as possible ofany specific indicators observed, and obtain approval to test

the employee. The supervisor must then follow-up with written documentation supporting
the finding that reasonable suspicion existed. This documentation shall be submitted to the

Assistant Superintendent of Human Resources within forty-eight (a8) hours ofthe reasonable

suspicion.

1.

J.

4.
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d. Substance screening testing will be ananged by ttre supervisor upon authorization of the Assistant
Superintendent of Human Resources or his/her designee and will be conducted by a contracted
collection agency. In the case ofa "reasonable suspicion" test, the employee shall be transported by
the supervisor or his/her designee to the collection/testingagency.

e. Refusal to undergo a substance screening test will be viewed as an act of insubordination.
Insubordinate acts will be cause for disciplinary action including and up to termination.

5. The Drug-Free Znne is within 1000 feet of a public school.

6. A drug awareness program shall be established within the school district to infonn all employees about:

a. the dangers of drug abuse in the worlglace;
b. the school district's policy of malllnining a drug-freeworkplace;
c. any available drug counseling, rehabilitation, and assistanceprogram;
d. the penalties that maybe imposed upon employees for drug abuse violation or drug conviction.

6. Each employee of the school district shall be given a copy of this policy and be notified that compliance
with the terms of this policy ismandatory.

7. The school district shall make a good faith effort to maintain a drug-free workplace through
implementation of this policy.
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JKA POLICY PROHIBITING PITYSICAL MISTRXATMENT OF STUDEN'I'S

Inaoduction: Part ofthe educational mission of the schools is to instill in students a sense of respect for themselves and for
others. In keeping with that purpose, the Board of Education has determined that there is no place for yiolence in a learaing
eovironment, neither by students uor againsl students. Accordingly, the Board bas determined thal it is in the educational
interests ofthe school community dlat any form ofphysical mistreatment ofstudents be prohibired.

In carrying out that determination through this policy, the Board has takcn account ofthe circumstances employees may face
fiom time to time that call for extraordiuary action. In addition, teachers, counselors, and other education professionals
frequently observe the educational value of friendly physical contact to re*?rd or encourage students as appropriate in view
ofthe student's age and sex. It is nol the purpose of this policy to prohibit or inhibit rhe typos of appropriaii friindly contact
between professional staff and a studenl that frequently takes place as part of the educational process-for examplJ, pats on
the back, shoulder, arm, or head. The Board believes professional staffmembers can readily distinguish between appropriate
and inappropriate contact in the exercise of sound professional judgment, as well as pursuant to the terms of this lolicy. To
the extent any uncertainty exists on the part of individual staff members, questions should be directed to the administration
forclarification.

Phvsical Mistreatment Prohibited: The Board ofEducation forbids physical misteatment by any employee ofany student by
auy employee upon any student. Employees are prohibited fiom physically misfteating students themselves and from
directing or suggesting physical mistreatment ofa student by anotherstudetrt.

Definition of ''Dhvsical misaeatrnent": For purposes ofthis policy, physical misteatment is defined as any action administered
upon or directed to the body, including, bu1 not limited to:

(a) Slriking, squeezing or pinching any pan of th€ body, or forcefully grabbing the body or clothing of a
student, or pushing a stud€nu

(b) Requiring a student to assum€ uncomfortable positions (e.g., hands heldoverhead);
(c) R€straining or rcstricting physical movement through biDding ortying;
(d) Enclosing a student ia a confining space such as a closet, locker, or similarcubicle;

(e) Using exercise as a punishment (e.g., pushups,laps): provided, that reasonable exercise may be used as a
disciplinary or motivational measure for students in physical education classes, or for students
panicipating in athletic programs, provided such activity is appropriate to the physical and emotional
condition of each student.

Exceotions: The following actions are exceptions to this policy, and will oot constitute a violation ofthe policy:
(a) An employee may reasonably restrain a studenl wbose conduct is violent or pbysically disruptive rrfthe student,s

conducl is directed toward any person, including, but not limiled to, any employee, another student, any third
person on school premises. or the student himself or herself, or the student's conduct is direcled toward school
property or the property ofanother on schoolpremises.

(b) In any instance in which a student has refused valid directives to proceed to, to leave, or to avoid ent€ring any
part ofthe school premises, and the student's refusal creates a disruption orpoteDtial disruption ofthe operations
ofthe school, ir is not a violation ofthis policy for an employee to exercise a reasonable grasp upon, or restrainl
of, the student for the purpose of moving or removing the student, or for the purpose ofpreventing the student
&om enterirg lhe premises.

(c) It is not a violation of this policy for a teacher or administrator to use reasonable physical work as a punishment,
aaalogous 1o the concept of "community service,'' including such tasks as sweeping, cleating, etc., proyided,
no student shall be assigned to do any hear'y or stenuous labor, nor any work unsuilable to the student,s age,
gender, and physical or emotional capacity.

Interpretation: In assessing an employee's conducl under this policy, consideration will be given to the totality of the
circumstances, including what the employee reasonably perceived, whal the employee reasonably intended, and whether the
employee's conduct was reasonable under the circumstances and in view of the employee's professional status.

Discioline: Ar: employee who is found to have violated this policy shall be subject to discipline, which may hclude suspension
or discharge for any violation. In addition, instances ofphysical mistreatment of students by employees will be referred to
law enforcement and child protective agencies as required by law.
5135 ADDED 12102



J-4650 O JKA POLICY PROIIIBITING CORPORAL PTINISHMENT OF ST{IDENTS

Introduction: part of the educational mission of the schools is to instill in students a sense of respect for themselves and for

ott 
".r. 

tn t""ping with that purpose, lhe Board of Education has determined that there is no place for violence in a learning

environment, neiifrer by students nor against students. Accordingly, the Board has determined that it is in the educational best

interests of the school community that corporal punishment of students be prohibited'

Comoral punishment Prohibited: The Board of Education forbids physical mistreatment of any student by any employee, to

l*t"a" the administration of corporal punishment upon any student by any employee.

Definition of ,,Corporal punishment": For purposes of this policy, corporal punishment is defined as any form of corporal

pr"t.h-*t - uny u"tion ud-ioirt"."d upon or directed to ihe boay of a student, including, but not limited to, spanking or

paddling.

Discipline: An employee who is found to have violated this policy shall be subject to discipline, which may include suspension

* ai."n-g" for any violation. In addition, instances of corporal punishmenl of students by employees will be referred to law

enforcement and child protective agencies as required by lau'.
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JLF REPORTING CIIILD ABUSE ANDNEGLECT

New Mexico law 32A-4'3 requires t,hat school employees who know or suspect that a child is an abused or a
neglected child shall immediately report the matter to:

1. a local law enforcementagency;

2. the department office (Children, Youth and Families) in the county where the child resides.

The school employee shall also report the matter to the school principal or appropriate school official.

So long as such report is made in good faith, the reporting school employee shall be immune from civil liability or
criminal sanctions for their action. Aay school employee who permits a member of a law enforcement agency or an
employee of the human services deparfinent to interview the child with respect to that report without the permission
of his parent, legal guardian or custodian is presumed to be acting in good faith and shall be immune from civil and
criminal liability that might otherwise be incurred, r'nl€ss the employee acted tnbad faith or with malicious purpose.

All employees have a mandatory, nondiscretionary duty to report known or suspected abuse or neglect of a child.

Except as otherwise provided by district policy or procedwe, it is not the duty of the school employee making the
report to conduct an investigation to deterrnine whether the chitd identified has in fact been abused or neglected- The
duty of school employees to report zuspected child abuse or neglect is set forth in Section 32A-4-3 of New Mexico
Statutes Annotated, (1993).

The failure of any school employee to report knowledge or suspicion of child abuse or neglect will be cause for
criminal prosecution and may be cause for discipline of the employee.

JLF REV 12103
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Noticeantr4"cfupafilgenent

I acknowledge that I have been given a copy of the RISD Human Resources Handbook which includes

each of the following RISD Board of Education Policies; I have been given flre opportunity to discuss

and ask questions and I fully understand that compliance with lhe terms of each policy is mandatory.

Policy 3110 - Code of Ethics of the Roswell Independent School District
Policy 3l 1 I - Code of Conduct of the Roswell lndependent School District
Policy 3112 - Acceptable Technology Use
Policy 3145 - Sexual Harassment
Policy 3146 - Sexual Harassment of Students
Policy 3141 - Non-Discrimination Harassment

Policy 3148 - Reporting Violations of the Law
Policy 3195 - Tobacco Free Schools
Policy 3 196 - Drug Free Schools and Campuses and Drug Free Work Place

Policy 5135 - Prohibiting Physical Mistreatment of Students

Policy 5136 - Prohibiting Corporal Punishment of Students

Policy 5370 - Repo{ing Child Abuse and Neglect

G@PY - PLEASE RETAIN

r@R Y@UR REG@RDS

. : fteklt*d j. 
. .r'. : .' Fsfrslbil#:._ ,.'.
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COPY
Roswell Independent School District

Job Description

Job Title: SUBSTITUTE TEACHER/ASSOCIATE/StrCRETARY

RepoTts To: ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT FOR HUMAN RDSOURCES, DIRECTOR OF HUMAN
RESOURCES AND/OR BUILDING PRINCIPAL

General Job Description:
Thejob of substitute is for the purposes ofproviding support to district employees whosejob requires that a substitute be
presenl during times ofabsence ofteacher andTor associate during the school day.

Essential Duties and Responsibilities:
1 Report to work at scheduled time; 7.25 hours for teacher and 7 hours for associate/secretary (if full day).
2. Long Term Substitute teacher is required to complete lesson plans/g"ades and all other duties assigned to the

teacher they are substituting for.
3. Ptiot lo the beginning of lhe school lear, a substitute must be at least 18 years old for those seeking to petfom

instractional seruices in grades K-6 and must be al least 2l leats old for those seeking lo perform instruclional
services 7-12.

4. Accept substitute assignments as offered.
5. Follow lesson plans/instructions ofclassroom teacher/associate and/or secrelary.
6. Monitor students to assure students are following educalion process.
7, Provide a secure, safe environment for students.
8. Substitute musl request proper identification (1.D./Driver's license etc.) ofperson picking student up from school.
9. Maintain effective classroom management.
10. Implement successful strategies for teaching effective lessons.
11. Use fill-in activities appropriately and in a limely manner.
I2. Provide summary ofclassroom activilies for classroom teacher/associate and/or secretary.
13. Comply with RISD Code ofConduct and Code ofEthics policies and all other policies and procedures.
14. Work with a wide variety of individuals in a highly stressful environment.
15. Communicate in well-organized oral and written forms.
16. Maintain mental capacity which allows the ability to make sound decisions and demonstrate intellectual

capabilities.
17. To perform thisjob successfully, an individual must be able to perform each essential duty satisfactorily.
18. Maintain confidentiality with sensitive matters.
19. Be flexible and able to prioritize tasks and maintain accurate and delailed records.
20, Work independently with very Iittle supervision.
21. May be required to perform other functions/duties as assigned by teacher/associate/secretary and/or principal.

Supervisory Responsibilities:
None

Qualilications:
1. High School diplomaorGED (or Emergency Substilutes).
2. All other substilutes must have at least 45 college hours and/or possess or quali! for a New Mexico Substilute

Iicense.
3. Current Driver's license and Car lnsurance.
4. Ability to lravel from site to site.
5. Prior experience working with children prefened but not required.

Physical Requirements:
Sitting, standing, lifting and carrying (up to 40 pounds), climbing slairs, reaching, squatting, kneeling, having full mobility
of fingers/hands, and moving light furniture may be required, unless ADA accommodations have been mutually agreed on
and does not create an undue hardship upon the district.
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COPY
Roswell Independent School Disf ict

SUBSTITUTE TDACHf, RYASSOCIATE/SECRETARY (CONT'D)

Safety and Health:
Knowledge of universal hygiene precautions (blood bome pathogens, body fluids, etc.)

Equipment/Material Handled:
Must know how to properly operale, or be willing to leam to operate, multimedia equipment including curent
technology as needed.

Work Environment:
Must be able to work within various degrees ofnoise and temperature. Interruptions of work are routine. Flexibilif and
patience are required. Must be self-motivated and able to completejob assignments without direct supervision. May
work under slressful condilions on occasion.

Terms of Employment:
Salary and work year to be established by the Board.

I have read and understand the responsibilities and duties as described in this jotr description and can meet all
essential functions.

Signature Printed Name Datc
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